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Jackson, Dole win mock election
By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

Jesse Jackson and Robert Dole were
the frontrunners in a campus mock
election Thursday that attracted only
one percent of the student body.
Jackson led all candidates with 28 of
the 67 votes cast for Democratic
candidates. Republican candidate Robert
Dole placed second overall and first
among the Republicans with 22 votes
out of 44 cast for Republican
candidates.
Only 134 students participated in
Thursday's election sponsored by the
Student Government Association.
Among Democrats: Michael Dukakis
placed second with 17 votes [13.3
percent]; Richard Gephardt, third with
nine votes 17 percent]; Paul Simon,
fourth with seven votes [5.5 percent];
Albert Gore, fifth with three votes [2.3
percent}; an4 Gary Hart, sixth with two
votes [1.7 percent]. Candidate Lyndon
LaRouchc got one vote 1.7 percent].
Among Republicans: George Bush
placed second with nine votes [7
percent]; Pat Robertson, third with
seven votes [5.5 percent]; and Jack
Kemp, fourth with six votes [4.7
percent].
Out of the 134 ballots cast in the
mock election, six were invalidated
because the participants voted for two
candidates and 17 students were

undecided.
Members of the SGA's legislative
action committee who organized the
election said student turnout was poor
mainly because of student apathy. Little
publicity and the location of balloting
tables also contributed to the low
turnout, committee members said.
Balloting tables were placed at the
rear of the Warren Campus Center
lounge instead of near the entrance
lobby where more students would have
seen them, said Tracy Humphrey,
chairwoman of the elections committee.
Some student leaders attributed the
poor participation to a general
disinterest in politics among students.
"This shows us that there's a
problem," said Eric Hurt, a member of
the College Republicans. "[We need to]
get people out and make them aware."
Vanessa Jimenez, an SGA senator and
legislative action committee member,
said, "I thought it was somewhat
reflective of the political apathy on
campus."
Jimenez said the committee tries to
promote political awareness.
"I would like the campus to realize
the privilege of voting," she said. "So
many people across the world don't
have that privilege."
"The truth is there arc a lot of
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See ELECTION page 2>
By Martin Romjue
news editor

Council supports
proposed plan for
JMU's expansion
...

JMU is one step closer to growing bigger.
The University Council unanimously approved
President Ronald Carrier's request that JMU be
considered as an expansion alternative to a new
state-supported university, a JMU spokesman said
late Friday afternoon.
The resolution passed at Thursday's meeting now
goes before the Board of Visitors who meet in
April, said university spokesman Fred Hilton.
The resolution requests tha* "any study done by
the commonwealth on enrollment expansion should
consider the mission of JMU and how it will be
impacted by demographics and economic changes in
the next 20 years," Hilton said.
"It's necessary to impresss upon them [Board of
Visitors] that JMU be addressed in terms of its
mission," he added.
The State Council of Higher Education for
Virginia is considering construction of a new

university in Manassas since a growing number of
Virginia college students come from the northern
part of the state.
Carrier wants JMU to bear the burden of
expansion which could send enrollment here up to
16,000 students within 12 to 15 years. Expansion
also would involve adding more departments to
JMU's graduate school.
Carrier has said that JMU won't increase it's .
enrollment until it gets a full funding commitment
from the state for new faculty positions,
dormitories, academic buildings and other facilities.
If the Board of Visitors approves the University
Council's resolution, JMU will be considered by a
special commission that will launch a study this
spring to determine how Virginia should meet future
college enrollment needs.
Their findings won't be released until November
1989, Hilton said.
He added that there was little discussion among
council members at the meeting.
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Election
> (Continued from page 1)

complacent people who just sit backfand watch]," Jimenez said.
Howard Johnson's senator Stephan
Fogleman, a member of the committee,
also expressed disappointment over
student participation.
That shows you that one percent of
this campus cares about who is our
next president of the United States,"
Fogleman said.
"The Young Democrats, the College
Republicans and the SGA legislative
action committee are three groups
working hard to promote political
involvement, but these three groups
alone cannot even scratch the surface of
the identity problem at JMU," he said.
"We think that because we're in
college we're in some kind of void
where all we can do is go to parties and
sometimes study," Fogleman said.
"Why do we have to wait until we get
drafted to get upset? Get politically
aware now.
"The only positive thing that came
out of all the hippie protesting in the
sixties . . . was the 26lh Amendment
— the right to vote at age 18," he said.
"If we lose that right, well have no one
to blame but ourselves.
"The 18 to 21 age group is the lowest
voting group in America statistically
time and time and time again," he
added.
The SGA mock election precedes the
Southern primary on March 8, also
known as Super Tuesday. On that day,
20 states will hold primaries or
caucuses.
Most of the states involved are
southern and border slates, but
Washington, Idaho, Nevada and Hawaii
also are included. South Carolina,
which could prove to be a major
showdown for Republican presidential
contenders, will hold its primary March
5.
"I think the next thing is that we're
really encouraging people to know that
March 8 is the Southern primary and
that's where our voice is going to
count," Jimenez said.

"It's such an important rime ... it
really is the narrowing down of the
candidates," she said. "If I had the
choice to either vote in November or to
vote in the primary, I'd vote in the
primary."
In Virginia, the Democrats will use
the primary results to decide on which
candidate the state's delegates will
represent at the Democratic convention
this July in Atlanta. Virginia
Republicans will use the primary as a
means of gauging voter preference.

"The results have no bearing on the
mass meetings, caucuses and
conventions used by state Republicans
to pick SO delegates to the New Orleans
convention," according to an article in
Sunday's edition of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch.
The Times-Dispatch also revealed the
results of a statewide poll Sunday taken
Feb. 21-24. The newspaper interviewed
775 registered voters by telephone.
Of those planning to vote in
Virginia's Democratic primary, 17
percent chose Jesse Jackson, 12 percent

chose Michael Dukakis, 9 percent chose
Richard Gephardt, 8 percent chose
Albert Gore. 2 percent chose Paul
Simon, and 1 percent chose Gary Hart
Fifty-one percent of polled Democrats
are undecided.
Among Virginia's Republican voters,
George Bush got 43 percent of the
participants' votes; Robert Dole, 23
percent; Pat Robertson, 12 percent; and
Jack Kemp, 2 percent. About 20
percent of the Republicans interviewed
were undecided.

oters' views differ on candidates
believe that even though he's-an
unrealistic candidate, I think he's the
iftaff writer
best candidate," she said. "I think it'll
The low turnout in Thursday's be a Dole/Kemp ticket."
>
election suggests political
Freshman Sandra Carter voted for
iy, but those students who voted Republican.George Bush.
said they appreciated the opportunity to
"P voted for Bush] mainly because
v
express men- opinions.
I don't know any of the rest of them,""
About 1 percent of the student she said. "Gary Hart's too much of a
Iy [134 students] voted in the, mock scandal and I don't think Jesse Jackson
'—itial election. Jesse Jackson and will ever win. Not because he's black
Dole received the highest but because he's loo close to the
ofvote
church."
Junior Jason Mclntosh, one of the
Senior Harold E. Harris Jr., on the
s*ttoeiilS'iruerviewed byjhe Breeze as other hand, said Jackson has a good
he left the voting ^ble, said he voted chance of winning.
for Republican Jack Kemp.
»i voted for Jesse Jackson because
*He - represents
a
basically for one, Jesse throughout his campaign
conservative Une of thought and he's aar is dealing with specifics rather than
alternative to Pat Robertson and George generalizations," Harris said. Things
Bush." Mclntosh said.
that are important, bottom line things.
Junior Elizabeth Lyail also voted He is a candidate who has taken the
^.Jrmp * *
.
time to see what tta iwtioo as a who*
voted for Kemp] because I needs, not a quick fix Idnd of thing.

By Meghan Johnson

"He's not concentrating on
kind of issueiess campaign. He's
concentrating on substance rather than
style," Harris added.
Harris also pointed to the insult
trading between Bush and Dole, saying
mat the two candidates are "not going
anywhere."
Senior Dennis McLaughlin voted
for Democratic candidate Richard
Gephardt
"I just agree with his idfpon trade
and his attitude," McLaughlin said. "I
don't mink he's as much of a back'
slabber as the others. He seems
honest"
Senior Karen Koch voted for Dole.
"I don't like George Bush," she
said. "I think he knew more about the
Iran-contra deal than he told. I do think
he's a wimp.
"I mink he's getting pretty pe

Does marijuana use lead to
stronger drugs?
Read Thursday's "About Alcohol and Drugs..." column in the Breeze!

Protect Your Body and Tan
With The Best Systems Available
Both UVA rays and UVB rays

LAUDERDALE

10a.m.-Span. M-f
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. SAT

THE ISLANDS

moM
TIM

iMMil MlT 4a***
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New tax laws
If you are claimed by another
taxpayer as a dependent:
You have to file a tax return if your
earned income is more than $2,540 or
your total investment income
is over $500.

You can no longer claim a
personal exemption.

Your standard deduction has been
reduced from last year's $2,480.
Now it is the larger of $500 or
your earned income up to $2,540.
SUff graphic by KATH1CHIRICHIELLO

Pay up!
Tough new taxes to be a tedious task for students
By Kathl Chlrichiello
business editor
With
the
new
federal
government tax laws, some wageearning students can prepare for a
bumpy April because life will get
more costly.
Dwight Shrader, a certified public
accountant with S.B. Hoover and
Co. in Harrisonburg, said the new
law states that a person no longer
can be claimed as a dependent by
both their parents and themselves.
The new tax law states if students
are claimed as a dependent by
another taxpayer, such as their
parents:
•They must file a return if total
earned income is more than $2,540,
or if they have any investment
income earning over $500 per
year.
•They can no longer claim a
personal exemption which is worth
$1,900 this year.
•Their standard deduction has
been reduced from last year's $2,480.
Now it is the larger of $500 or their
earned income up to $2,540.
"The major thrust of the change is
that a child can only be claimed one
time,'' Shrader said. "It basically
says that one person is going to
claim the dependent and get the

deduction — the parent or the
student"
"What I suggest to my clients is
to sit down and do their tax returns
really two times," he said. "One
with the parents claiming the child
and the child not claiming
themselves, and see what the total
tax liability is for the family.
"And then do the tax return again,
this time the parents not claiming
the child and the child claiming
themselves, and look at the total tax
liabilty again," Shrader said.
"However it works out best for
die family unit, file the tax returns
accordingly," he said.
Because only one person can
claim a dependent, "you should
claim that child to whoever it is
going to be the best advantage,"
Shrader said.
With the new tax laws a
dependent is able to take a standard
deduction up to $2,540 of earned
income. Prior to the new tax law,
students could deduct up to $3,560
in income.
"In other words, if they had a
part-time job and they earned
$2,000 of earned income, then they
could only take a standard
deduction of $2,000," Shrader
said. "If they happened to have
$3,500 worth of earned income.

the limit of standard income is
limited to $2,540. So, in other
words, their income from a job
exceeded the standard $2,540.
"Basically, what's going to
happen is, if they don't claim
themselves, they're going to be
taxed on die excess over the
$2,540 from their job," he said.
A student who earns $4,000
wouldn't owe any tax if they filed a
tax return and took their standard
deduction of $2,540 plus their
personal exemption of $1,900,
totaling
$4,500
worth
of
deductions, Shrader said.
If the parent claims them,
however, students don't get the
$1,900. They only can deduct
$2,540, Shrader said.
"So they're going to pay tax on
the difference between the $4,000
and the $2,540 which may be $150
worth of lax that they are going to
have to pay," he said. But because
the parent's income is higher and
should be in a higher tax bracket,
the parent can claim the child, and
hopefully save about $400 to $500
on their tax return, he added.
If the parent claims a dependent,
they get a $500 refund and pay off
the $150 for the student and the
family.. ends.. up. netting . $350,
Shrader said.

"Students may find that they are
stuck with a tax liability for a
change," Shrader said. "But if the
parents claim them, hopefully, the
parents will get a better deal out of
them.
"There's just not a double
exemption anymore," he said.
JMU junior Annette Lugwig
said, "I do my taxes when I go
home over Spring Break, so I
haven't really thought about the
changes yet 1 don't really know too
much about it, but I'm not too
worried," she said. "I work for the
government over the summer and
they lake out a lot of money. I'm
not really worried. Usually I get
money back."
Sophomore Robert Lesniak
agrees. But he was surprised to find
that for the first time in five years
the government is keeping part of
his refund.
Last summer he earned $2,578
working. The government withheld
$305 and is refunding $284.
"Basically, it was the first time I
had to pay taxes since I started
working when I was 16 and I'm 20
new," Lesniak said.
"I only had to pay something like
$22, so I wasn't pissed off or
anything. I was just used to getting
money back," he said.
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FREE DELIVERY
Sun-Thurs 11am-1am
Fri-Sat 11am-2am
Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center

Tt*c

^estP^

Presents.

ROCK 'N' ROLL
DELIVERY
Mr. Gatti's salutes all of the great bands that
have played in the 'Burg for doing one thing:
Giving the people what they want!
At Gatti's we're working hard
to give you what you want.
The best pizza in townServed right to your door!

$3.79

THE BEST PIZZA at the ™
BEST BUFFETT
IN TOWN!
^
Every 11 am - 2 pm
J
All the pizza, pasta and
0
salad you can eat.

433-0606

$3.99

\

m

^x
r.»div

$6.00

i

ii

MSitii

i

J
•

Sampler Special

$7.00

j Tee Delivery

BEST NIGHT TIME
BUFFET EVER!
Monday thru Thursday
\
5:30 - 8:30 pm

I

$9.99

for any medium
for any medium
regular, one
regular, three
i
topping pizza
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes ' plus 2 Free Cokes
_^ee_ueiivery

i

j

for regular crust
Dizza
With
11 Toppings!
Delivery
Fre^ Deliven
Free

for any large
for any large
regular, one
regular, three
topping pizza
topping pizza
I
plus 4 Free Cokes I plus 4 Free Cokes
Free

Delivery

I

Free Delivery
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For the hell of it

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Buck Woods, a senior from the University of Maryland, wanted a little adventure Saturday. While driving down the tracks,
not the street, Woods' pick-up truck's right wheel took a dip In the track rockbed Just before a train passed through
campus. Asked by a Breeze reporter why he drove on the tracks, Woods said, "For the hell of it." His truck was towed
45 minutes after It got stuck. Woods and his friends were visiting JMU and planned to go to a few parties. The train's
headlight can be seen in the background.
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ANDERSON BROTHERS • S. MAM ST., HARMS0NBUR6, VA. • (703)

JUST ARRIVED

JMU CAR SHADES

GET YOURS NOW BEFORE SPRING BREAK
sA

ANDERSON BROTHER©
BOOK STORES INC.O

only $4.95 each
Register for our Spring Break care package
.

44+tift
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
IN
WARREN CAMPUS CENTER
Responsibility!

Rewarding!

Fun!

Involvement!

The office of Student Activities is accepting applications for Summer and Fall Employment
in the following areas:
Game Room - Information Desk - Operations
Theater Ushers - Outing Center - Office Work

Get a job and become part of BH 0—I CflBtfll
Application Deadline is March 18, 1988. Applications may be picked up and turned in
at the Information Desk on the first floor of Warren Campus Center.
Certain Requirements will Apply to Qualify

GIVE PEACE A DANCE!
Wednesday, March 2 at 8 p.m. at The Mystic Den

The number 1 band from Roanoke

March
Marc winds ! Don't let your time
blow away without money to show
for it. We have part-time & fulltime,
day & evening, temporary positions
available for enthusiastic individuals
with good communications skills.

;;:

Call Tassie at 434-2311
Tim and Steve

Orientation
Assistants

:

^SSSS^SSSSSSSSBSSSSSSSA

That hot new band

PLUS! Other assorted surprises!!!
ID. Required
Sponsored by UCAM - United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War

Applications are now available for Orientation Assistants
In the following offices: Rm. 102, Alumnae Hall.
Commuter Students Center, and Area Offices.
»

Application Deadline; Friday, March 4, 1988.
Applications should be returned to the Lake Area Office
in Chandler Hall - Rm. 133
—
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NEWSFILE
professor of art, "Research and Execution of Gobelin
Tapestry Techniques"; and Dr. Shirley B. Merlin,
professor of education, "Current Theories in
Language and Literacy Development."
Also, Dr. Charles Neatrour, professor of education,
"Increased Computer Literacy and Study of the
Curriculum at Kent State University for Preparing
Teachers [Grades K-8J"; Dr. Elizabeth B. Neatrour,
Eighteen JMU (acuity members have been awarded professor of Russian and French, "A Study of
one-semester educational leaves during the 1988-89 Curriculum Development and the Role of Television
in Russian Language Instruction"; Dr. Rose Mary
academic year.
Leaves are granted to allow faculty members to Rummcl, professor of physical education and health
pursue full-time independent study, research and/or sciences, "Developing a Teaching Laboratory and
Research Facility for Cinematography"; and Dr.
graduate or postgraduate study for an entire semester.
Faculty members receiving leaves and their William D. Smith, associate professor of education,
proposed projects include: Dr. Lee W. Congdon, "A Synthesis of Effective Teacher Behaviors,
professor of history, "Exile and Social Thought: Instructional Materials and Teaching Units in
Hungarian Intellectuals in Germany and Austria, Secondary General Mathematics."
Also, Dr. Charles C. Turner, professor of
1919-1933"; Dr. Faramarz Damanpour, professor of
finance, "Empirical Research in Financial communication, "Iconic Man: Media, Culture and the
Institutions"; Dr. Jacqueline D. Driver, associate Brain"; Ronald J. Wyancko, associate professor of
professor of psychology, "A Study of the Use of art, The Artistic Exploration and Color Anodizing of
Humor in Psychotherapy"; Dr. John Fairfield, Refractory Metal"; Dr. Chong K. Yoon, professor of
associate professor of computer science, "Research in history, "Eastern Civilizations: An Interpretive
Multiresolution Image Processing"; and Dr. Lawrence Anthology"; and Charles W.S. Ziegenfus, assistant
M. Foley, professor of English, "Pronoun Reference professor of mathematics, "Demographics of the
Carolina Junco during Non-Breeding Season and Sex
in Extended Discourse."
Determination of BlackpoU Warbler."
Also, Dr. James J. Hart, professor of psychology,
"Resources for Teaching History and Systems in
Psychology"; Dr. Thomas L. King, associate
professor of theater, "An Exploration of Historically
Significant Theater Sites in Europe and Asia Minor";
Dr. Amir Ben-Porat, a visiting professor from
Diane M. Langhorst, associate professor of social
Israel,
will speak on the Palestinian-Israeli conflict
work, "Postgraduate Study of Family Theory and
today
at 7:30 p.m. in Moody Hall's Blackwcll
Family Therapy"; Barbara W. Lewis, associate

Faculty members
awarded leaves
for 1988-89 year

Visiting Israeli professor
to speak here tonight

ROCK 'N' ROLL WITH THE DAWG!

Auditorium.
Ben-Porat is speaking as part of the Multicultural
Club's Universal Awareness Lecture Series. The
lecture will focus on both sides of the conflict and
possible solutions.
Ben-Porat obtained undergraduate degrees in
sociology and political science, and a graduate degree
in sociolgy from Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
He earned his Ph.D. from Strathclyde University
in Glascow and taught at Ben Gorian University in
Beer Sheva Israel before teaching at JMU.

"Barabbas" to be shown
tonight in Miller Hall 101
The film "Barabbas" starring Anthony Ouinn will
be shown tonight at 6 p.m. in Miller Hall
room 101. The 145-minute film will be shown in
Technicolor.
Admission is free and open to the public. The
philosophy and religion department is sponsoring the
film.

Math, CS department
to hold seminar on music
The Department of Mathematics and Computer
Science will present a seminar on "Musical
Expression in Automated Composition of Melodies"
today at 4 p.m. in room B of the Warren Campus
Center.
Dr. John Roach, a member of the Department of
Computer Science at Virginia Tech, will lead the
seminar.

Beach Bound?
COME SEE OUR COLLECTION

Every day Luigi's plays
the best in classic and
progressive rock:
•The Dead
•The Stones
•R.E.M.
• U2
•Stevie Ray Vaughn

OF
SHORTS, SWIMWEAR AND TOPS
BY

• Bill A Bong
• QUICKSILVER
• INSTINCT
• GOTCHA

Co/

• WOOLRICH
433-0077
1059 S. High St.
(in front of ACE Hardware) W&)
AND DON'T FORGET-WERE OPEN MONDAYS

JAJL<f<R&.

c

VALLEYMALL
434-5323
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UPB
Concert Committee
Applications Due
Due Friday March 4
Can pick up applications in
UPB office now. Limited
membership, but a much
larger committee than before,

QPRING BREAK
SUPPLIES
for fun in the Sun !
Solarcaine
Tanning Oil and Lotion
Sunblock
Shampoo
Toothbrushes
Toothpaste
Disposable razors
Sunglasses
Easter Candy is here!
Cadbury Eggs, Chocolate bunnies, Hershey Creme
Eggs, Cuddly Easter Pets, Jelly Beans, Egg Arounds
■

"Help aid in the choice of
concerts and club entertainment for JMU!"

Mr. Chips
More than you think
Open 7a.m.-12 midnight
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 4-5 Tel. x3922

\b

on the beach

'. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUD
15 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

CELEDRATE

IMINI BREAK %M
in Ft. Lauderdale

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY PARTY 'WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. - POOLSIDE PARTIES

•Free Gifts Everyday
* Drawing for prizes
and
Gift Certificates
•Special Sales
and
Book Buybacks

live D.J. Emceeing PoolsiOe Contest • Woter Volleyball Toumom*nt
• Free T-Shirt Relays • The Kelly Flop Contest
ond climax .,",«• . ;, with . . .
The Wettest Wet T-Shirt Contest feo-.ired in Ployboy Magazine
• Free T-Shirts • ono other giveaways
Summen Games And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On Sol*/! —

7 P.M. - 8 P.M. COLLEGE PRRTV
FREE 5". \C- 3REA* 86 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
A30VT CO..EGE STUOiNTS 3ETWEEN ? O CLOCK AND 0 O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE ID
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS or the beach presents

"FURY"

Ft. Louderdoles finest Rockn Roll bond niqhtty
PLUS 6 Bors to Serve You

%»ftlNt BREAK %it

"I

JAMES MADISON UNIVWS.TY PARTY ■ WEDNESDAY. MARCH 9
ONE FREE SOFT DRINK
6000 FROM 7 P.M. - 8 P.M. NI6HTLY
CilP ANO SAVE

T

J
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WIRE
Bush leads among Republicans in state
RICHMOND (AP) — Vice President George
Bush remains the favorite of Virginia Republicans
while more than half the prospective Democratic
voters are undecided in Virginia's first presidential
primary, according to a Richmond Times-Dispatch
poll.
Among 233 Republican respondents who plan to
vote in the March 8 primary. 43 percent favored
Bush and 23 percent backed Dole. Pat Robertson,
the former television evangelist from Virginia
Beach, was third with 12 percent. Rep. Jack Kemp
of New York has fallen to fourth place with two
percent. Twenty percent of the voters were
undecided.
*

Among 218 Democratic respondents, 51 percent
were undecided, according to the poll. Among those
Democrats who have made a choice, Jesse Jackson
was first at 17 percent Gov. Michael Dukakis of
Massachusetts was second, with 12 percent. Rep.
Richard Gephardt of Missouri and Sen. Albert Gore
Jr. of Tennessee were virtually tied for third, at nine
percent and eight percent respectively.
The poll has a margin of error of plus or minus
four percentage points. It was conducted from Feb.
21 to Feb. 24, about a week after the New
Hampshire primary.
The results of the latest poll would appear to

suggest that the state is again poised to go
Republican this fall, said Larry Sabato, a political
scientist at the University cf Virginia. Only two
Democratic presidential candidates have carried the
state in the past 40 years — Harry Truman in 1948
and Lyndon Johnson in 1964 — and both were
running as incumbents.
The poll indicates that the Republican candidates
generally have "more appeal," Sabato said. "That's
going to be the mountain that the Democratic
nominee is going to have to climb if he is to carry
Virginia this fall . . . It's clear that Democrats in
this state are drifting. They haven't found an
anchor."

NATION

Swaggart wanted
pictures back,
newspaper says
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — Jimmy Swaggart
tried to make a deal with a fellow evangelist who
had photographs showing him entering and leaving
a motel with a known prostitute, a newspaper
reported Saturday.
Meanwhile, there was no indication when
Assemblies of God officials in Louisiana might
submit new punishment proposals for Swaggart,
who reportedly paid a prostitute to pose naked.
"I would not have any comment on that. I'm
sorry, you know. I just don't have any comment,"
the Rev. Cecil Jan way, district superintendent of the
church's Louisiana District Council, said Saturday.
Swaggart has not appeared in public or
commented since his tearful public confession Feb.
21 to unspecified sins against his wife, family and
church.
Neither the church nor Marvin Gorman, the
defrocked Assemblies of God minister who
reportedly confronted Swaggart with photographs
documenting his indiscretions, has said exactly what
they were.
' But admitted prostitute Debra Murphee claims
Swaggart paid her to pose naked and speak
obscenely to him.

Robertson shows
his support for
'wounded' man
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — Presidential
candidate Pat Robertson made a slop at Baton Rouge
Airport Saturday to support fellow evangelist
Jimmy Swaggart because "in Christianity we don't
shoot our wounded."
Swaggart, who stepped down from his television
pulpit Feb. 21 after tearfully admitting to an
unspecified sin. reportedly paid a prostitute to pose
naked and tried to make a deal with a preacher who

confronted him about it.
Robertson said Swaggart was in seclusion at his
walled family compound—routinely guarded by
security officers—and the two felt a personal visit to
the home "would expose him to further unneeded
scrutiny by the press."
Robertson's brief airport appearance came while he
was en route to Huntsville, Ala., from Houston.
The Republican candidate said he talked twice by
phone to Swaggart on Saturday. "I told him I want
to see him soon restored to his pulpit and continue
-his magnificent work."
"I am not one who is going to get involved
between the Assemblies of God, which I admire and
appreciate, or Jimmy Swaggart. That is an
inner-church matter," Robertson, a Southern
Baptist, said when asked if he was urging the
Assemblies of God to go light on any punishment.
Louisiana officials of the Assemblies of God
recommended barring Swaggart from preaching for
three months, but officials at the group's national
headquarters sent the recommendation back, asking
Cor reconsideration.
P)
"A person is forgiven when he asks for it," said
Robertson. "In my estimation, God has forgiven
him. I just wanted to symbolically put my arm
around him and say, 'Brother, I love you and I am
here to tell the world.'"

Klan protesters
sustain injuries
in crowd of 200
DALLAS (AP) — A Ku Klux Klan group's
protest of the Dallas police department's new
affirmative action hiring plan turned into a fight
Saturday when an anti-KKK group charged the
hooded Klansmen and other while supremacists.
Police clubbed members of the crowd of about
200 and some protesters sustained minor injuries,
authorities said. Eight people were arrested, police
said
Members of the anti-KKK group held a rally and
burned Confederate and Nazi flags in front of City
Hall, where about a dozen Klansmen had gathered lo
stage a news conference against the affirmative
action plan. _

Members of the placard-carrying anti-klan group
surrounded the Klansmen and shouted,"Go away,
Dallas doesn't want you, we don't want you."
As the Klan marched around the City Hall plaza,
an elderly black woman was punched in the face by
a white man, who was arrested for aggravated
assault
"That was the worst thing. We put him right in
jail. I don't know why he did it but it certainly
instigated a few tempers to pop," said Deputy Chief
R.L. Schifelbein.
The anti-Klan protesters threw bottles and horse
manure at the Klansmen as tactical squad police
armed with clubs and mounted officers tried to ring
the hooded men and keep the crowd back. Police
dogs were brought in as officers tried to break up the
fight.
Skirmishes erupted several times during the
one-hour confrontation, with opponents in the
crowd spitting on each other.
Klansmen seeking to escape the crowd squeezed
into cars and tried to leave the scene. As they were
attempting to flee, an officer hit one anti-Klan
protester in the stomach with a club.

Attendants' strike
'on hold' despite
snagged talks
EAGAN, Minn. (AP) — Northwest Airlines
planes continued flying Saturday and a union
spokesman said the strike preparations by 6,700
flight attendants were "put on hold" even though
all-night contract talks hit a snag.
Consensus was reached on all issues except wages
during a 22-hour bargaining session, said William
Wren, Northwest's vice president for public
relations. But union officials said there were other
issues still unsettled.
Wren said he did not know when talks might
resume.
The union's rank-and-file negotiating committee
met late Saturday afternoon to receive direction from
about 20 Teamsters unit representatives from around
the country, said William Genoese, international
director of the Te
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FREE SNEAK PREVIEW
Just when he WHS read)
for nikl life crisis.
something unexpected
came up.
puberty.

We Can't Keep The Lid
On These Low Prices
A Minute Longer!

SERVE N' SAVE
ALL VARIETIES

Lunch
Meats

lb.

99

sumrj Judge Rpinhold "Vice VP rsa" Frfd Savage Swnosif Kurtz
M«ct> David Shin1 Demur J >'t>.i.,T,i*. King Bamnt EMi.rPn.K» Alan I .arid. Jr.
Ur«tniir.flJ«l..dl. l>|i"k I IrllK'lll & Ian U IreiMliS l.»« lln»lllilll»Tt
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FREE POSTERS
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 29

PASSES AVAILABLE AT
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM

9:00PM
CHUNK LIGHT
IN WATER

Kroger
Tuna

.6.5-oz

55

BOARD OFFICE

GRAFTOF1STOVALL
THEATRE

******************••**•************************i** *** *<
FRANCO AMERICAN WITH
MEATBALLS OR FRANKS

Spaghetti
0*s
14.75-oz

75'

Ice

$199

Cream
KELLOGG'S

Raisin
Bran

JL

V^GS
_

.„ ^

Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that
offers you that beach look all year long.

RUFFLES BRAND
CAJUN SPICE

Chips

present

AD TRIVIA

$069
25.8-02 £m

Potato

and

I

SEALTEST

HQC
4oz %)%/

And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring

NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE. DIET SPRITE,
SPRITE, DIET COKE OR

Coca
Cola

nf A„,he BrecZe °,,ice in ,he basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five; people with the correct answer WIN

$109
2-Ltr:
6-PAK 12-OZ CANS

X
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WORLD

BY

Shultz fails to win
support for plan
in Middle East
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — Secretary of State
George Shultz apparently failed Saturday to gain
Syrian President Hafez Assad's support for a U.S.
Middle East peace plan that also ran into stiff
resistance from Jordan.
The U.S. approach to Syria came after Jordanian
Foreign Minister Taher Masri insisted on the
participation of the Soviet Union and the Palestine
Liberation Organization in the negotiations Shultz
is trying to set up.
Shultz met for more than two hours with Syrian
Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sharaa and later held
talks with Assad for about three hours, the state-run
Syrian television network reported.
The network said Assad and the secretary of state
discussed "the American ideas that Shultz carried
with him" concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict.
"The Syrian side found that these ideas do not lead
to a comprehensive peace formula," the network
reported. "Assad affirmed that the international
conference with the participation of all parties,
including the Palestine Liberation Organization, and
under the auspices of the United Nations, is the best
formula."
Shultz was the first U.S. secretary of state to go
to Damascus since 1983.
The Reagan administration, accusing Syria of

supporting terrorism, attempted to isolate the
country diplomatically in October 1986.
The current U.S. plan calls for immediate talks on
Palestinian self-rule and negotiations by December
on the Final status of the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
which Israel seized from Egypt and Jordan in the
1967 Middle East war.
When Shultz arrived earlier Saturday, the official
Demascus Radio broadcast a commentary noting
signs of a positive shift in the United States'
Mideast policy.

Airliner crashes
into mountains,
kills 15 in Cyprus
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — A Boeing 727 airliner
flying from Turkey crashed in the mountains of
northern Cyprus on Saturday, killing all IS people
aboard
The chartered jet had just crossed the coastline in
its approach to Ercan airport in the Turkish Cypriot
sector of this war-divided Mediterranean island when
it smacked into the Kyrenian mountains.
Rescue workers flown to the scene reported that
wreckage was scattered on both sides of the steep
range, indicating that the plane hit a mountain at its
summit.
The rescuers reported finding seven charred bodies
which were not identified. A search was continuing
for the other people aboard but officials said there
were no survivors.

THE

WAY

They're keeping
their marriages
all in the family
TORQUAY, England (AP) — Brothers David and
Jon Fonc made their double wedding a family affair
Saturday when they married Janette Browne and her
daughter, Rachael.
David Fonc, 23, married Janette, 37, making him
Rachacl's stepfather as well as her brother-in-law.
Jon Fonc, IS, married Rachael, also 18. He now
has Janette as both a sister-in-law and a
mother-in-law.
David also becomes the stepfather to Janette's five
children by her first marriage, as well as grandfather
and uncle to Jon and Rachael's one-year-old
daughter, Nikita.
David has two children by his first marriage.
Confusing?
Not at all, says Rachael.
"We're just one big happy family," she said. "At
first it was a bit difficult. It was a bit embarrassing
talking about the things you talk to mothers about,
just in case she told David and it got back to Jon.
But after a few weeks it was great"
The two couples started double-dating every week
in Torquay, southwest England, "and we became
more like sisters than mother and daughter," Rachael
said.
Janette, whose children range in age from four to
13, said that dating David brought her closer to
Rachael.

MAKE FALL
RESERVATIONS NOW!!
Don't miss out on living in the most
popular student housing community in
Harrisonburg. Come see our floor plans that
allow maxium privacy for each student. Our new
and exciting 5 bedroom with loft unit will NOT last long.
Come by the office today to ensure yourself a place to live next year

Hunters Ridge, Phase IV is Now Available for Sale!
This is our last phase, which will consist of 32 four bedroom units and
16 five bedroom units that are guaranteed to sell fast.
Stop by and pick up some information or bring your parents to take a look
at the finest student housing community for JMU students.
1

Developed by DMI Corp.
1111 Old Colony Lane
Williamsburg, VA 23185
1-800-234-1364

Sales Office
Rental Office
434-5150
Hours: 10am - 5pm
)
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CLASSIFIEDS
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FOR RENT
U-Place - 1 single RM & 1 RM for 2.
$170/mo. for single; $150/mo. tor double.
We have everything - W/D, DW, microwave,
etc. Lease starts Aug. 15. You have to rent
now to get the great places for next fall!
Call Diane or Missy at 433-3302. Females
only please.
New Completely Furnished 4 BR Apts. Extra features furnished - microwave,
disposal, W/D, color TV & cable, am/fm
cassette player. Model available to show
now. Leasing June 1. Renting to groups of
4. Rent $l85/person Water & sewer
included. 12 mo. lease & deposit required.
No pets. Also available completely furnished
units in same area. $165/person, renting to
individuals. Call 433-1717 between 9 am &

5 pm.
College Station - Girls. RM available May
thru August 1988 Call D. Hadsell,
703-256-9591.
3 BR Townhouse with all appliances
including W/D. Deck with nice yard off
Port Rd. Energy efficient heat pumps with
AC. May 15 occupancy. $480/mo. Deposit
6 references. 434-6146, 269-8472.
University Place - Waterbed! Must sublet,
May/summer, Cheap! Brad, 433-6953.

:-.-.

Lease Negotiable - Quiet 1 BR apt.
Dutchmill Court. $275. 434-2100.
RMs In Forest HlllsTownhouse for female
students. Lease from June '88-May '89.
Fully furnished living, dining, kitchen I BRs.
Call 434-6233.
Sublet Nowl Only $l00/mo. to live at
U-Place. W/D, DW, microwave, etc. Get the
best place now! Call Diane or Missy at
433-3302.
College Station - 4 RMs available for
females. Lease starts Fall 1988. Call Henry
Prosack, 703-281-9060.

FOR SALE
Gov't Siezed Homes from $1.00 (U Repair)
Foreclosures & Tax Delinquent Homes. For
Current REPO list call (refundable)
1-518-459-3546 ext. H6927, 24 hours.
1975 Firebird - PS, PB, new paint, am/fm
cassette. 3 speed, 6 cylinder. Good
condition. $1900. Call Rene at x4515 for
details.
Puppy - Male, 14 weeks, mix lab/shephard.
Shots, wormed, housebroken, $25. Call
Jeff, 433-0082.
Spring Break Plane Ticket To DenverBest offer. Jan, (804) 295-3015.

...

Apple Modem 1200 - Call Ed at x3903
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.

HELP WANTED
Summer Employmenl - Need dependable
energetic young people! Long hours! Good
pay! Pullen Moving Company. WoodbridgeDumfries, VA 550-8077, 221-3107.
Wolf Trap Ticket Services In Vienna, VA is
hiring now for full-time summer box office
employees. Customer service or sales
experience helpful. For more info, call (703)
255-1868.
Hospitality Person - Summer position
available with Wolf Trap Foundation.
Responsible for artist hospitality &
dressing room preparation. Call
703-255-1906 for appointment.
Summer Job Interviews - Average earnings
$3100. Gain valuable experience in
advertising, sales A public relations selling
yellow page advertising for the JMU
telephone directory. Travel opportunities.
Expense paid training program in Chapel
Hill, NC. Looking for enthusiastic,
goal-oriented students for challenging,
well-paying summer job. Sign up for
interviews with University Directories at
your career office by March 16.

LENE'S BODY WRAP
SALON FOR MEN & WOMEI

Help Wanted For Summer - Lifeguards,
coaches, instructors, pool managers,
supervisors to work at Richmond area
pools. Call or write to apply or to be
interviewed over spring break. Atlantic
Swimming Pool Service, Inc., P.O. Box
34848, Richmond,
VA
23234,
804-323-3001.
Drivers - Summer positions available with
Wolf Trap Foundation. Must be 18 years or
older with good driving record. Familiarity
with DC-Metro area helpful. Variety of
responsibilities. Call 703-255-1906 for
appointment.
Overseas Jobs - Summer, year round
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $900-2000/mo. Sightseeing. Free
info, write IJC, P.O. Box 52-VA04, Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625.

♦
♦
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BODY WRAP
Using ALOE VERA and HERBS

4 to IS Inches Lost Each Wrap!!
Also effective for:

• Stretch Marks
• Sagging Skin

Life Guards - Full time 4 part time
positions available. Certification required.
Send resume by March 18th to: Spotswood
Country Club, 1980 Country Club Rd.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Red Dot Sale!

introduces

Cellullte
Blemishes

Summer Employment - Manager for country
club pool. Experience and certification
required. 40 hour week. Send resume by
March 18th to: Spofswood Country Club,
1980 Country Club Rd., Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

Dukes Plaza Shopping Center
Large Selection of Fresh and Silk Flowers,
Balloons, Many Unique Gifts, and
CALIFORNIA RAISINS!
Delivery on Campus
Master Card and VISA Welcome

J-433-7789
• Toxin Cleanse
^<-e
2185 S.Main Street
• Skin Conditions

Hours:

10% Discount for JMU faculty & students!!
MC /Visa accepted
Aloe Vera Products Available
Now available all natural non-surgical face lift!

10 Tanning visits
only $29.00

aytnes

Perm Specials
Paul Mitchells
Systems
Hair Care Products
$4.00 for 8oz. products

<3Sab designs
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, PLEASE
One Court Square
Suite 280
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(703) 433-4994

Mon.-Thurs. 10-6*
Fri.-Sat.
10-9}

434-1617

Sunglitz
A NEW One-Step
Highlighting Process.
For That Beach Look
All Year Long!

624 Hawkins St.
Harrisonburg

Valid JMU ID Required

GET 5 FREE TANNING VISITS WITH SUNGLITZ OR
PERM SPECIAL
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Easy Work! EietUtnt Pay! Assemble
products at home. Can lor information,
312-741-8400, Ext A-411.

While You Shop At The Man! 10-minute,
14-pokit oil change ft lube at Jiffy Lube! No
appointment necessary!

Throw Caution To The Winds For Spring
Break Thrills? Remember, AIDS kills...use
gooo juopernent

Shenandoah Valley BAB Reservations Luxurious inns, invigorating farms, gracious
homes. (703) 459-8241.

See One Of JMU's Hottest Band* -The
Trt, Wednesday night at in. $2 at door,
no glass bodies please.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Lg. black and white scarf in front or
inside of Spotswood last week. Gift from
mom! Can Karen 432-1808. Reward.
Lost Gold Herring Bone Bracelet SReward! If found, please call 434-8822.
To Whoever Took My Coat From PI Kap on
Thurs., Feb. 25 -1 can fve without the coat
but I canl five without my glasses - please
return tiem - no questions asked. Maureen,
433-0967.
ERVICES
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812
Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/check.
433-3063. It's worth it!
Professional Typing & Word Processing $l.45/page. 828-4980 after 5, Kevin.
Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing Service - $L25/pg. double space.
Marsha Roth, 433-8713.
Want An Unforgettable Weekend? Come to
The Country Place 42 miles north.
Completely furnished 2 BR & 5 BR,
fireplaces, heated water bed. Owned &
operated by JMU faculty member;
703-743-4007.

Are You Having A Party? Why not have a
band. The Mainfiners are JMU's hottest new
classic rock group. Call Rob at 433-0313
or Tom at 434-7810.
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.
Scholarships Are Available! Professional
service finds scholarships lor you. Low cost
- guaranteed results - free info. Financial
Aid Research Institute, 1-80O-USA-1221,
Ext. 7343.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.

WANTED
Ride Needed Anywhere Near Philadelphia
area for spring break. Call Carol, x4522.
Adoption - Happily married couple wishes
very much to adopt newborn. We will give
your baby a warm, loving home with strong
family values & financial security. Medical &
legal expenses paid. Strictly legal &
confidential. Call Mike or Joan collect.
202-965-0614.

in Congratulates Patsy Graham on her
in Little Sister bid!
Happy 18th Kate! Love, Bud Wedd « The
Blazers!
Buy A Raffle Ticket From xo 4 help out
MDA.
One Week! Get a great start by coming to a
Zirkle party for art students' first
showing, tonight, 7 pm.
Teach - Happy -California 211 It's happy
hour time! Love, Toot
Amy - Cotege life would never be the same
without you...happy 20th tomorrow!
Lookout Sun Valley! Love ya bud, Doma.
To My Love Muffin - Thanx for a great
weekend! Love Atways, Stephen.
Amy Carter - Have a happy birthday! Hope
it's your best ever!
58 A 81 - How do you feel about sex? Can
we make love? Ivory Pure...yeah, right! 105

196

Heyl Greek life got you down''Come check
out the cousins A casuals of Mu Epsiton
Zeta Why be Greek when you can be Roman
Al the fun A no dues. If *you ami scared,'
males A females call Jeff or Peas at
433-0082.
Rob (100% Tweed) - '10 Minutes is Al I
Want From You"...look for me tomorrow
night!
Roger Waters - Wow. you're hot! Wish I
knew more! Admirer
Pammle K. - Happy birthday! Here's to you
my favorite sexy accountant! Let's have a
great "88 with graduation, Myrtle Beach,
our 3 year anniversary. Peat Marwick, law
school & 1 year closer to our dream. I love
you! Chris
N.U.-O, wilt thou leave me so unsatisfied?
II watch my maibox.
Congratulations Joe On Your AXA Bid!
Love, Your Big Sis.
Buy A Raffle Ticket From X4> A support
MDA.
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.
Fry Now, Pay Later - Use sunscreen while
you're having fun in toe sun.
Congratulations To in Michelle Bramson
on her KI Little Sister bid!

PERSONALS
The Trt At Ln - $2 cover, no glass
bottles.

Dreaming of Florida but just can't get there?
Earn dollars now while others spend theirs: We
need temporary employees over Soring Break
for survey research.

Call Sandy Beach at 434-2311

Dave - Does she or doesn't she? That is the
question. Cathy
Need A RkJe To Florida? We have a van.
CalJm,x7l97.

in Welcomes The Trl Wednesday NkjhtNo glass bottles.
Give peace A Dance! 3 bands, 3 bucks.
Mystic Den, 8 pm, Wednesday, March 2.

HomegMs Esen, Sharon, Carol, June A Pam
- Ill be a stress monster this week, but
watch out during spring break! Let's rage
& show Key West how AXii's party. Leslie

Get Off For A Good Cause at the Mystic
Den Wednesday

Tracy Pettlnero - Congratulations on being
a newty initiated Sister. We lov eyou. Ill

Rock Rock, Rock For Rocktoghem! Benefit
tor RMH Cancer Center. Tuesday, March 1
at toe Mystic Den, 830-130.

ATA New Pledges Rock! Congrats to
Jenny Snell, Laura Martin, Sherri Scissom,
Crystal Shifflet, Stephani Christy, Larisa
Roop, Amy Gilbert, Donna Turner, Susan
Rolley, Susan Torreli, Beth Cosgrove,
Msfissa Owen, Anne Fulerton, Dawn Jordan,
Mindy Chapleski, Becky Burnett. Love,
ATA.

Rock For Rocklngham_. 4 bands, tickets at
Midway Market, Mystic Den, 611 South Man
St. or ask any TKE brother. $4 presale
(only $1 per band), or $5 at the door.
Rock For Rockingham - 5 hrs./4 bands, get
tickets now at Midway, The Den, TKE
brothers.or6liS.Main.

•CLIP AND SAVE

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

£
E

HOWARD
JOHNSON

Need Cash
for Spring Break?

Lodge

Sell your books at
A NDERSON BROTHERO
-*»

1820 South Main

O

Interstate 81, Exit 63,
at Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

10% Discount on any room
with this coupon

J
.v

(703) 434-6771
coupon expires May 1,1988
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Peace Corps***
die benefits are out
of this world*

Open
Until
Midnight

BUYm,GEim

MM

kinko's

Great copies. Great people.

This Tuesday's Special:
Subway CM)
(ham, roast beef, turkey)
Buy a 6" Sub-Get one FREE

433-9287
While working in the Peace Corps, you
help others to help themselves and you
benefit yourself. Some of these benefits
are:

Market Square EasJ - Dukes Plaza
433- SUBS
433-YUMM

] Got ffie resume blues?
Don't wait til June to start working on yours!
We offer:

► Valuable overseas work experiencehelpful when applying to graduate schools and jobs after
Peace Corps;
'Language skills;
' Postponement of educational
loans;
'A $4,200 readjustment allowance
at the end of your two years;
'And much more! Look us up. You
won't regret it.

• Job Search Workshops
• Resume writing services at reasonable rates*

0

* 10% discount off the price of
your resume with this coupon
•

I
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Newman Avenue Associates
245 Newman Avenue
iJfflrisi>nbj^yA2^L

> t * O < ' ft t | t

|._43^00ZU_

COME ONE, COME ALL ... TO HARRISONBURGS
/N

The Peace Corps
Placement Interviews 9-12 noon, March 1
(At Career Planning and Placement Office)
Information Sessions 12-4pm, March 1
(In the Student Union)
Come to a FILM 1-9 pm March 1.

W^RLDEXPfr
TRAVEL SHOW
Sponsored by
EntarpriMl
"The Travel I

MARCH 14, MONDAY
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Peace Corps.

&t*$

HARRISONBIIRG SHERATON INN
GRAND BALLROOM

EXHIBITING TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVES

the toughest job you'll ever love

UNITED AIRLINES
DELTA AIRLINES
PIEDMONT AIRLINES
UNITED EXPRESS
IBERIA AIRLINES
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES
AEROLINEAS ARGENTINAS

OLYMPIC AIRWAYS
FINNAIR
AMTRAK
BRITRAIL
MTI VACATIONS
THRIFTY CAR RENTAL
LUV il!S TOURS

BAHAMA TOURIST OFFICE
JAMAICA TOURIST BOARD
SHENANDOAH TOURS
CARNIVAL ( RUSEI.INE
CHANDRIS FANTASY CRUISES
CLUB DE VACACIONES

BUY CHANCES TO WIN ONE OF MANY FABULOUS PRIZES:
2 Round Trip Tickets on AIR JAMAICA to Montego Bay
2 Round Trip Tickets UNITED AIRLINES
with connecting service on UNITED EXPRESS
Rail Tickets
Purchase One 1988 Shenandoah Tour, and 2nd seal is free up to SSOI
2 Crime Fares for the price of I on Chandris Fantasy Cruises

JMU
Fine Arts

Michael Combs
Kenneth Wilson
Timothy Garritty
Karl Skipper
Lori Lodge

Travel Bags, gifts and more ...

See TRAVEL FILMS on worldwide destinations!

FREE ADMISSION
C... ENTERPRISE TRAVEL at 433-5656 for more information
(Organized by Jayne Arthur A Co. )

ooari
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COMICS
FOR SELF-HELP BOOKS

io new ¥£ ca>e wrm
immip-ufeSNIT..

■Dorsey

YABBER

BLOOM COUNTYMY bOOPNESS, rr'3

ARENTWEY
WONPEKFULT
A VERITABLE

GREATTO LIVEINAN

TOWER OF

EMOTIONALLY

m/fT,OH WHAT,
MUST OUR
ANCESTORS
HAVE PONEft

TAKEN
AHOT
BATH
I.

PlSCOMBOBULATEP
CAN so EXPERTLY TREAT

PSYCHOBABBLE

THEMSELVESI

THANKdoootess FOR
AU-THEPSYCHOBABBLE
SELF HELPMAILABl£..
THESE CERTAINLY ARE TOUGH
mes FOR PEOPLE TO COPE

CIVIL MARS ' PESTILENCE '
PLA6VE'/MASSIVE
STARVATION ' SLAVERY/
INPIAN ATTACKS.' MANEATING BEAKS/ EFAOTTONAU-Y,
^.RH/STVE BEEN A

RIGHT, HOW EASY
THEYMUST HAVE
HAP IT IN THE
0LPPAY5-

WI7H-

\T-~\

PICNICS'
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\ ATE/MIT/

Wfe^tms

MJ^WJi WOd&LV

K
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EOK A
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AFTER TEARS OF PERFECTING A SPACECRAFT TO TRAVEL
FASTER THAN LIGHT. THUS SLOWING TIME, DR. ROBINSON
TOOK OFF WITHOUT HIS WATCH.

IPN^L^

jjfe" ^

jam
THE MIGHTY
HUMNOTIC, RATIONALISTIC,
ATHEISTIC SCIENTIST
PREPARES w GIVE HIMSELF
OVER10 AN ANNUAL
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44 Mom says the
house justisrit the
same without me,
even though its
a lot cleaner.^

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service. It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone®

AT&T
The right choice.
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Indecision
However
You
Like
Your
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MUSIC

Or If You Play It
Photo courtesy of Indecision

Indecision, (from left) David Ibbeken, Craig Dougald, Aaron
Evans and Shawn McCrystal, originated In Charlottesvllle.

'We couldn't decide...'

If You Listen At Home Or In Your Car

1
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Indecision is one of the most
apdy-named bands around.
"We had four names," recalls
drummer/vocalist Craig Dougald. "One
of them was 'Chalice,' one of them was
'Foreplay,' one of them was 'Slinky
Rock' and one of them was The
Sliltskins.'
"We couldn't decide, so we just
decided to call ourselves 'Indecision.' It's
fitting too — it's the impression you
get when you see us trying to make a
decision about something."
Dougald, guitarists and vocalists
Aaron Evans and David Ibbckcn and
bassist Shawn McCrystal have agreed
on one thing, though — playing classic
rock. They cover several artists from
the '60s and '70s, including Traffic,
Eric Clapton, Pink Floyd, Bob Dylan,
The Grateful Dead and even the Bonzo
Dog Band.
But "we don't try to make it sound
like the people we're playing," Dougald
said. "We're just playing their tunes our
way," Dougald says.
Indecision also plays their tunes their
way. The band has written several
originals, eight of which were included
in their 1986 self-tilled LP.
While some of their originals like
"Just a Little Bit" and "Humanoid
Boogie" remain popular additions to
their stage shows, one original,
"Chicken in the Pot," has disappeared.
"That one had been tucked away for
awhile. It's a brainless song," Dougald
says.
He doesn't know how many songs are
in the band's total repertoire, but says
tnere are easily enough to fill a
three-hour concert, and then some. "I'd
just say, in the hour range, maybe five
hours."

The indecisiveness that seems to run
their lives also runs their random
selection of these songs, and their stage
shows.
"That would be a good way to
describe us on stage, too, kind of
indecisive," Dougald says. "It's like,
"Well, what do you want to do?'
"There are no backflips and sliding
splits, but the music does that. There's
a lot of weird things that happen. We
do a lot of improvising. We don't try to
feel things out."
Some of that improvisation comes
from the band's jazz and classical
training. Dougald and Evans are now
majoring in music at Virginia
Commonwealth University, and
McCrystal just graduated.
Before Indecision was together at
VCU, the four played around with
instruments and music in the
Charlottesville area, where they grew
up.
"We started piddling even in middle
school," Dougald says. "Probably about
early high school we started playing
together, just practicing and having a
good time, not really making a serious
thing about it."
Now, their college careers make
playing difficult at times. With little
spare time, they sometimes jam two or
three shows into one weekend.
Although they usually play to local
college crowds. Indecision has also
"done some running around." They've
played as far as Ohio, New York and
Texas, where they plan to tour again
soon.
But as far as their more distant
post-graduation future, "We don't really
have any plans, but we do plan to stay
together," Dougald says.
"We're not a big thing, we're just
kind of a group of friends trying to have
some fun, make some musiC."
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The

Tri
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Three auvs with a love for gjuslQ

JMU trio plays with a 'dream to make it big'
They play with the "dream to make it
big someday.'' This dream, along with a
love of music, is the inspiration for
The Tri.
The Tri is not a new band. It was
started at JMU three years ago by
guitarist Bill Davis, bassist John
Lambert and drummer Danny Fisher, all
of whom played in a band. The
Penetrators, in Richmond during high
school.
Last year. Fisher left to play for
another band in Richmond, and Craig
Lee became the new drummer. The
three juniors, after less than two years
together, already feel they work well as
a unit
"I think this summer is when I
noticed we really started playing as a
band," Lee said.
"At the beginning it was like three
individual players ... and now we're at
a point where we know how each other
is going to play," he added.
The Tri is most frequently heard at
The Mystic Den, JMs Pub & Deli, The
Warren Campus Center north ballroom

and some fraternity parties. They have
also played at clubs in Richmond and
Roanoke.
Their favorite stage, though, is the
basement of their High Street home.
Playing the frat scene has not always
been very successful. Davis recalled the
time they played an AXP dry rush.
There was nobody there...It was so
frustrating that we had to stop," he said.

Encrgi/cr batteries.
They played for 45 minutes in the
Phillips Center ballroom in front of a
panel of judges and were announced as
the JMU representative that night,
"beating out Chuck Taylor and the
All-Stars," Davis said with pride. They
then sent a demo tape for the regional
competition.

"Ambition is slowly nibbled away by
frustration."
— Bill Davis
According to Davis, the band will
have a demo tape out and for sale with
about 16 songs on it in the "near
future."
The only other recording is one song,
"What an Actor Says," on the JMU
Rocks tape. That was done by the
original Tri group during their freshman
year.
Last spring. The Tri was in the Baule
of the Bands contest, an East Coast
competition sponsored by the maker of

Last spring The Tri won a JMU
regional level.

For The Tri, though, that was the last
stage of the competition.
The members of The Tri classify their
nrfis^ic as "original." Frequently,
Lambert will write complete songs.
Other times, he may come up with an
original idea and then present it to the
rest of the band, who will build on it.
One of their latest originals, "Falling
Out," was created in this manner, Lee
said.
"We went down in the basement one
night around 7:30, and three hours later

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Battle of the Bands competition and went on to compete on a

we came out with a song."
It is difficult to catagorize their
music, though. Sometimes they play
originals, and sometimes they play
cover songs from bands like R.E.M.,
U2, the Doors or the Beatles.
"Whatever we do, it's always unique,
which is what I like about it," Lee said.
Lambert added, "We try to stay away
from the mainstream stuff. We like
very obscure cover songs."
Lee, a music education major, plays
outside of The Tri in the drumline of
the Marching Royal Dukes and in the
percussion section of the JMU Wind
Symphony.
His work with the music department
and with The Tri complement each
other.
His experience with the JMU music
department is a good foundation for his
work with The Tri.
Likewise, C. William Rice, assistant
professor of music and Lee's private
instructor, supports Lee by often going
to hear The Tri.
Davis and Lambert have also been
involved with musk since high school.
The Penetrators' former lead singer,
Mark Blanton, even made a special
appearance with The Tri at the Warren
Campus Center north ballroom
recently. He manned a light show for
them and also closed that evening's
performance by singing the Troggs'
"Wild Thing."
Davis has just recently started to give
private guitar lessons. He says he hopes
to teach people to leam more by what
they hear than by music.
Lee says it is hard to get people to go
hear The Tri for the first time, but
"people who come to see us, like us."
On a recent Wednesday night at the
Mystic Den, a while sheet with "The
Tri" painted on it in black is centered
behind Lee's five-piece Tama set. A
half-hour before the first downbeat, Lee
has already started clacking his sticks,
and Davis and Lambert are starting their
sound checks.
The band has its moments, Davis
says, but it's not all roses.
"Ambition is slowly nibbled away by
frustration."
The Tri, like every other band, has
their moments of frustration; but that
frustration is usually overpowered by a
drive to achieve success.
From the first note to the last, The
Tri plays with "drive." The reason? It's
definitely not money.
"You have to love what you're
doing," Davis says. Stardom or no
stardom, that is the driving force behind
The Tri

y
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Tweed

Sneakers

Tweed Sneakers plays the progressive rock sound that's filling up the college charts.

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Tightening their progressive laces
"Don't you want to know how wc got
the name?" says sophomore Rob
Moulthrop, with a sort of twisted grin
on his face.
OK, man, I'll bite.
"I walked outside my house one
morning," the grin has turned full smile
now, "It was like real early, and on my
windshield the frost pattern had spelled
out Tweed Sneakers, and that's where
we got the name. . . . There was a
picture of Elvis right next to it, so it
had to be."
Twisted sense of humor, and all,
Moulthrop was the final ingredient
added last fall when three other
sophomores with a praise-be-toprogressive style were looking to form
JMU's newest band with an old college
forumla.
That love for the progressive was
enough impetus to get the ball rolling
for Tweed Sneakers, and with covers
catering to the college sound, it's what's
kept it rolling for the better part of six
months now.
"Personally we all like it," says Pat
Weist, who along with guitartist Randy
Reed and drummer Eric Goldstein form
the rest of the group. "We're all into it.
There's so much of it, and it's sort of
the new age. That's what people go
for."

Indeed the new sounds coming off the
college airwaves have kept quite a few
bands on the college town stages.
Tweed Sneakers, following in the
footsteps of a longstanding JMU
progressive band. The Shuffle, is no
exception.
They are a band that is still relatively
young with a songlist in the low 30s,
with six originals sprinkled into a
normal hour and a half show. They're
hoping to get a songlist in the low
40's and hone their stage show at their
Northern Virginia homes this summer
in hopes of playing some gigs in
Washington, D.C. and other local
outlets.
Their showings in town at The
Mystic Den (Where else is there?" asks
Weist.) have been as successful as any
other band around. Most weeknight
gigs, either as an opening band or
featured, pull an average audience of
250 people. Their sound, although
bordering on everything-soundsthe-same syndrome, is, again, their
success. Couple that popular sound
with a higher-energy stage show, and
you've got things under control, says
Moulthrop.
"If we just play shows and get
everybody in there to at least tap their
foot, then we've accomplished
something," he adds.
The vehicles they use to get that
accomplished range from Moulthrop's
»•

•

-

antic-ridden stage prescence and the like the Shuffle or have people say, "Oh
part-time prescence of horn players. Add God, they sound just like The Shuffle.'"
a set list that includes college-sound
Reed says the band has taken some
hipsters like the Hoodoo Gurus, the precautions to avoid the mixup. "Our
Housemartins, the Cure, the style isn't really that much like The
Smithereens, and Generation X, and Shuffle's," he says, "And we're not
you have the secret to how they built doing any of the songs that they did
up a fairly faithful following.
either."
"It takes complete lunacy on stage,"
Adds Goldstein, "We're one of the
says Moulthrop. "Nobody wants to see
only progressive bands now. Everybody
you play and stand around."
Adds Weist, "I think the ideal style else is like classic rock."
The novelty of a first-year band is
was like when the Shuffle was playing,
still
reaping rewards like the
right when they broke up. I think that
enthusiasm
to practice three times a
was perfect."
week,
and
an
ever-increasing song list
This is a band that is influenced by
The Shuffle, a band now defunct after that has Weist and Reed forgetting their
playing their last gig in December. high-school hard rock days.
Does that mean a show-filled
That band broke off into a lot of
different directions, manifesting itself in summer? Well, not yet, says Reed.
"We want to try to work with an
several college bands, but their
influence shows up in none more so agent," Reed says, adding that a demo
tape should be ready sometime soon. "I
than Tweed Sneakers.
Thai's especially true when you think at least for this summer we
consider the part-time horns are former haven't gotten off the ground yet where
Shufflers Jim Pcnnington and Eric everyone's saying alright the whole
Mussel white. The pair is currently on a summer all we're going to do is play."
mini-Tower of Power type setup,
Maybe next summer, they say, but
playing with different local bands for right now the band is working on
polishing a relativley problem-free
pan-time.
While the comparisons are stan. Ironing out minor problems like
appreciated, the originality, although in-between song lapses, while
still being sought, is what this band is developing a specific style are priority
one for this band.
trying to promote.
"It's a good comparison," says Weist,
"but I wouldn't say that it sounds just
See TWEED page 15>||-| (<
. .
• -

• ■
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Glass

Onion

'Our crowd is kind of a partying crowd'

Campus band performs for fun, not money
"We're a $2 band."
This is how members of Glass Onion
describe themselves.
"A lot of bands boost the price up
after a while, but people came out to
see us for the first time, and we were
$2. We should keep that for their sake,"
guitarist and vocalist Geoff Coats said.
Bassist Chris Rossbach said the band
wants to have a good time and not
worry about the business aspect too
much. They're not interested in making
big bucks.
The bottom line. Coats said, is "we
play because we like to play, and we
hope people get into it"
They have a simple criteria for
choosing songs to play.
Drummer Dave Mort explained, "We
choose the tunes we would like to play
"— and hope maybe somebody else
would want to hear them," Coats

finished his sentence.
"Most people who like us, I think,
don't like us for musical virtuosity,"
Coats went on. "They like the tunes we
play."
The songs they play, they say, are
songs people can sing to, songs they
grew up with.

added,"— and if it has more than three
chords."
"Yeah," Coats said and chuckled, "all
of our songs only have three chords."
Actually, they admit they get serious
occasionally and learn a difficult song.
"Glass Onion," the Beatles tune for
which the group is named, for example.

"A lot of bands boost the price up after
a while, but people came out to see us
for the first time, and we were $2. We
should keep that for their sake."
Geoff Coats
Another factor that determines what
the band plays is difficulty. "I'm too
lazy to' sit down and figure out note for
note all the tunes," Coats said. "I get
tired of it if I don't learn it within a few
minutes."
Guitarist and vocalist Doug Bilski

has five chords and took a while to
learn.
The song, taken from White Album,
is about people's distorted perceptions
of reality, Coats said, and Bilski added
that it is about what the world would
look like through a glass onion.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Glass Onion, a group that formed the beginning of this school year, plays the "Onion version"
of cover songs at off-campus parties, fraternity parties and the Mystic Den.

But, he said, the meaning has nothing
to do with why they named the band
Glass Onion. "It's just a cool-sounding
name that sort of said 'classic rock'
because of The BeaUes."
Usually when they add a new song to
their repertoire, which they try to do for
every performance, Rossbach said, "One
person learns it and shows the others
the chords." For very few songs do they
sit down with the record and try to
figure them out
Coats said none of the songs sound
exactly like the record either. They play
what you could call the "Onion
version."
Mort agreed. "We really don't go for
trying to sound like the record because
we are not that kind of band."
They really don't need to sound like
the record, they explain, because if the
audience knows the song, they half tune
the band out and sing the song in their
heads or out loud anyway. And, when
the band makes mistakes, it goes
unnoticed, Mort said.
"Say whoever is singing forgets the
words and starts making up vocals. He
can look at people's lips and figure out
the words."
Though they talk about messing up
and lacking musical virtuosity, the
members agree that they have improved
since their formation at the beginning
of the school year.
"We've gotten better dealing with the
audience," Rossbach said.
At the beginning. Coats said, the
band would finish a song, then all look
at the floor. Everyone would turn
around and mumble "What do you want
to play next?" They would turn back
around, play the next song, then look at
the floor again.
Now they are more comfortable with
the audience. "We've loosened up,"
Rossbach said.
Glass Onion's first gig was at Sigma
Chi fraternity. They have played at the
Mystic Den several times and at Alpha
Chi Rho fraternity a great deal because
Coats is a brother. They consider AXP
their "home base."
Members of Glass Onion say they
enjoy playing at off-campus parties
because they get a flat fee and can play
into the wee hours of the morning.
"When you play at a bar," Coats said,
"by the lime you start, it's time to
stop. Around 1:30 or 2 in the morning
you're just getting going.
"Our crowd is kind of a partying
crowd."
"Which is cool," Bilski added. "We
wouldn't want it any other way."
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New

Potato

Caboose

Train keeps on rollin',
gathering steam, fans
bluesy numbers, we have some reggae
and calypso-influenced originals, we
have ballads, some jazzier originals...."
Four of these originals comprise their
1987 promotional release, which has
found widespread acceptance and a great
deal of airplay. The record is now being
played on such radio stations as
Washington's WWDC, Philadelphia's
WMMR and Baltimore's WGRX, and is
in rotation at several college stations.
Laux says that although their
originals make up about one-third to
half of their shows, the covers won't
disappear from their live acts anytime
soon. The Caboose's list of over 160
covers includes Johnny Cash, Jimi
Hendrix, Bob Marley, The Beatles,
LitUe Feat, The Band and even George
Gershwin.
"We're not afraid to play anything,"
Laux says. "It's fun to take different
things like that and turn them around
your own way."
Those covers "more and more are
having our own sound," he says. "We're
not trying to cop someone else's sound.
We're trying to discover our own sound,
within that style."
The Caboose, having rolled past the
D.C. coffee houses, has now played all

over the East Coast. They recently
made their New York debut at the Lone
Star Cafe, a show that laux considers a
big success.
In addition to playing solo shows
they've played on the same bill with
Country Joe McDonald, The
Smithereens and The Band.
Sharing stages with rock legends is a
"really big experience," Laux says. "It's
great because you're communicating
musically with one of your idols."
As far as estimating the size of the
Caboose's following, "It'd be really
tough to put a number on it," Laux

what it'll be dancing to, since the band
never plans which of their almost 200
songs they're going to play. "Anything
we do is unplanned," he says.
"We just call up the tunes as they
come up, which makes it real nice. It's
different every night, which makes it
real interesting."
Looking farther down the tracks, the
New Potato Caboose plans to keep
rolling.
"We're probably going to become
more of an original act, well . . r:
actually we already are a lot more of an
original act, and I see that continuing,"

First came the Deadheads, the
multitudinous horde of loyal Grateful
Dead fans that follows Jerry Garcia and
company all over the country.
Now there are Potatoheads, spawn of
the Deadheads and their music, but
loyal followers of a different band, the
New Potato Caboose.
In less than four years, this
seven-member band has drawn a
following in the Grateful Dead
tradition, just on a smaller scale.
They began as the folk-rock acoustic
says.
Laux says.
trio Wood-n-Steel at Catholic
"We haven't released a record and don't
Another thing that they hope will
University in 1983. Current Caboosers
have any sales figures or anything like continue is their growing popularity —
Don Laux, Doug Pritchett and John
that, but I would say, for one thing, we even the Grateful Dead themselves
Rcdling made up the band, whose sound
usually fill the bar up when wc come to know of the Caboose.
was more along the lines of Simon and
a town."
Laux says friends of his have
Garfunkcl and Crosby, Stills and Nash.
In addition to the music, the Caboose mentioned them to members of the
Rythym guitarist and vocalist Laux
stage show is what keeps filling those Grateful Dead.
says their following was much smaller
bars and arenas.
"I don't really know what their
then.
"We don't have a big dance routine or reaction was or anything like that, but
"We were playing coffee houses and
anything like that, we sort of let the they had heard of us ... I think
small bars in D.C., but people were
audience do that," he says.
somebody said they'd heard something
coming out to see us," he says.
Laux says the audience never knows good."
Wood-n-Steel soon gathered steam
and exploded into the New Potato
Caboose in September of 1984, when
the trio added four more members, a
lyricist, a little electricity and a lot of
psychedelia.
"Wc started out playing the one thing
that everybody knew, a few Grateful
Dead tunes," Laux says. "We had the
opportunity to play some electric gigs
at our school, and wc went ahead and
did, and it turned out to sound pretty
good.
"We got other gigs and it just started
rolling from that."
The Caboose is rolling even harder
and faster now, and in a different
direction. Their love for the music of
The Dead and other '60s and 70s bands
has inspired the composition of several
originals.
The originals are "where our big
effort is going right now," Laux says.
Together with lyricist Mark Mondok,
the band has penned about 23 original
songs.
They're now more "interested in
getting our own thing going instead of
being the Grateful Dead's little brother,"
Laux says. "It's great music, ... but
we're trying to get known for our own
Photo courtesy of Now Potato Caboose
stuff."
Their originals are "really varied. We Although New Potato Caboose plays many and varied covers, they are working on performing
have straight-ahead rock tunes, we have more of their own songs.

"[We're] interested in getting our own
thing going instead of being the
Grateful Dead's little brother."
Don Laux
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Culture

Shock

Music carries much weight in band's future

i

For every member of the band
Culture Shock, music is a serious
business, and a very serious aspect of
their lives.
"It's pretty much what all of us want
to do," said drummer Mike Crouch.
Everyone in the band, Crouch added, is
serious about music as a career "in one
form or another."
Bass player and vocalist Steve Taylor
agreed.
"Music ... is what I want to do for a
living; it's what I want to do for the
rest of my life."
Making music, he continued, "is fun.
Some people realize very young what
they want to do, some people find what
they're good at. ... I found out at an
early age that I really seriously love to
play music — on any instrument that I
can get my hands on.
"There's something inside me that
says. This is what you do well. Don't
try for anything else because you're
cheating yourself.'"
Although all the members of Culture
Shock have a strong interest in and see
a future in music, not all of them are
music majors.
While Crouch, keyboard player
Wayne Estes and vocalist Kennya
Ramsey all decided to major in music
industry, the others took a different
direction. Bom Taylor and guitarist
Chris Carter are communication
majors, and keyboard player Garvin
Branch plans to major in chemistry or
biology.
Taylor said, "I felt strong enough
about my music that I didn't need the
music program to push me along in my
endeavors. We chose other majors
probably because, even though we want
to seriously be musicians, we also have
to be realists.
"We know that sometimes things
don't work out — it's a very risky
business, and you have to have
something to fall back on
Nothing
is guaranteed."
The band members are uncertain as to
what direction musk will take them in
the future. Taylor stressed again that
"Nothing in music is iron-clad.
People's styles and tastes change. The
group may stay together or the group
may fall apart — it just depends from
day to day. Nothing is a sure thing and
that's why it's so hard to make it in the
music business."
Culture Shock's future remains
uncertain, but the band members agree
that their future as a band depends on
what and how well they are doing.

to help you think up solutions for it,
and you get a doctor, a lawyer, an
accountant, a ditch-digger, a cab driver
and a guitar player, and you put them
all into a group, you're going to come
up with some real interesting ideas and
different solutions."
Taylor said Culture Shock plays
mostly "Top 40, if you really want to
get to a term that everyone will
understand." He also said Prince has
been the major influence of the band.
"On the large scale, the Minneapolis
sound — Prince, Jesse Johnson and The
Time ... those are the bands that have
had the biggest influence on the band as
far as the style of music that we play
and die kind of music that we write."
As for their originals, the band does
not play them live now, for several
reasons. As Taylor noted, "It's really
hard to break into the scene, into the
mainstream [when playing originals],
not because your music might not be
good enough, but because people dance
to what they've already heard.
"It's not that people don't want to
hear original material. It's just that
people don't dance to original material.
They
like to listen to it; they like to
Photo courtesy of Culture Shock
check it out. They like to know what
The members of Culture Shock practice four or five times a
it's about first, and club owners don't
week In their downtown studio.
like that Club owners like people to
Carter said, "We have slightly' JMU, I was having a real problem
dance.
different goals than a lot of bands do.
adjusting because I'm from a high
"You can't seriously make a name on
We don't want to be the top dogs on school where, in a class of 381, we had the circuit when playing original stuff,"
campus, graduate, go to work for IBM
seven white students.
he said. "Everybody has played covers.
and put on a coat and tie, and not pick
"Not that there's anything wrong Everybody who's been in music or ever
up my guitar again except for
[with that]," Taylor, who is black,
done music has played covers of other
weekends."
continued, "but it was just really hard
people's music. That's how you break
Taylor said the members of Culture for me to adjust culturally to all the
into the business, by playing other
Shock have many different musical rock 'n' roll music being played and all
people's tunes."
tastes and preferences, ranging from the different things around campus."
They do hope to play some of their
heavy metal to jazz, and that each
At the time, he was taking a originals soon, and are constantly
member could choose to pursue their sociology course that covered the writing new ones.
own personal tastes in music in the difficulty a person can have in adjusting
Taylor said, "Eventually we'd like to
future.
when he or she moves from one culture cut albums. What we'd like to do is get
an original package together of demo
"It's hard to say if this is what we to another.
"Hence the name Culture Shock."
always want to do, because we're young
material, we'd like to send it to a few
Over the years the band has also record companies and to a few producers
and just starting out. It takes a lot of
experience to know exactly what you changed it's line-up frequenUy. Carter . . . and see what they say; take their
has been with the band since the spring criticisms, see what they think, see if
want to do in the business."
Culture Shock's origin goes back a of 1985, but the rest of the current they're interested, and if they are we'll
members were recruited last November. take it from there."
few years.
Carter noted, "[Releasing originals]
Taylor formed the original band back
They haven't been together long, but
in 1985 during his sophomore year, and they think they work well as a group. also depends gready on what people are
is now the last original band member. Carter said one reason they make a good going to buy. I mean, you can go off
He wanted to start a band at JMU team is because "we've got a lot of on a tangent if you'd like, but it's like
because he had played in several bands different types of players. The band is any other business. If you want to sell
in high school and wanted to continue just a collage of different styles that your product, you've got to sell
the tradition in college.
yields something good. Our individual something that's something similiar to
Other reasons Taylor had for starting styles shine through. I mink it at least what people want to hear; and with
a band in college were that he didn't like says something about the versatility of music even more so because it's subject
to people's personal tastes and trends.
the music campus bands were playing the group."
at at the time, and it was a source of
Carter also thinks these different [Music is] very trendy."
For now the band wants to hold onto
income.
styles combined yield many good ideas.
The reason he chose the name Culture He analyzed, "If you take a problem,
See CULTURE page 12*
Shock was that "when I first got to and you want to get a group of people
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Bad

Medicine

Waltz

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Members of Bad Medicine Waltz say they plan to concentrate on songwrltlng while gearing up for performances In the future.

Doctor's orders: new songs, new sound
The sound of music is alive for some
bands even though they're not yet
playing for audiences. This is the case
for the progressive band Bad Medicine
Waltz.
Guitarist Jeff McGall, bass guitarist
Ron Hess, keyboardist Ron Morrison
and drummer Eddie Hartncss used to
comprise the band Plantation Voodoo
along with vocalist Louie Gosain.
That project broke up, and now they
have a new name and are in the process
of getting a new singer.
Meanwhile, in addition to polishing
cover songs by such groups as R.E.M.,
the Cure and Talking Heads, they are
working on coming up with original
material.
"Ron and I try to write together a
lot," McGall said. "It's hard to write in
school because you don't have time."
McGall has been playing guitar for
five years. He dropped out of school
after the first semester of his freshman
year at JMU and spent half a year
playing locally for the Wrckks, who
opened for other area bands.
Then he spent a year studying at the
Guitar Institute of Technology in
HoUywoood. Calif.
"Hollywood's not as glamorous as
people think." McGall said. "It's really

scummy — crime, bums, drug addicts."
After completing the year-long course
at GIT, he decided to come back and
finish his education at JMU.
"My parents were very happy," he
said. McGall is majoring in
telecommunication with thoughts of
possibly getting into music video
production in the future.

It was after getting back from
California that he connected with Hess
and Hartncss, who were already playing
for a band called Special Guest.
When Bad Medicine Waltz took a
At the band's first public
performance, "they just called us break from playing over the summer,
Special Guest because we had no Hartness began playing drums for The
Shuffle. He stayed with that band until
name," Hess said.
Hess has always been interested in it broke up in December.
music and remembers flipping through
Now that the four are reassembled,
Sears Christmas catalogs as a child to they acknowledge a sort of musical
bond that keeps them coming back
look at toys and guitars.
As a teenager, he began playing the together.
guitar. "I really wanted to go on stage,
but originally I played the trumpet, and
"We got a sort of clique together,"
I didn't think that would work," Hess Hartness said. "We know each other's
said. In his junior year of high school, taste, and we know where each other's
he met a band that needed a bass player. going to go. That's what determines
He decided to give it a try.
how tight a band is. That's when it's
the most fun."
Hess claims credit for naming the
Morrison, who's been playing piano
band Bad Medicine Waltz, which is the since childhood, agreed "We realized we
title of a song on The Cult's album. couldn't play in other groups. It just
Dreamtime. He is a marketing major, wouldn't work. It had to be these guys."
who said he chose marketing with Morrison joined the band around the
hopes that he'd make enough money same time as McGall.

• I Mitt
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early on to retire early and devote all his
time to music.
When Hartncss joined Special Guest,
he was playing on the snareline for the
Marching Royal Dukes.
"He had a rat tail," Hess said,
referring to Hartness' hairstyle, "so we
figured he'd be the one to ask."
Hartness' parents, both music
teachers, introduced him to music. He
played the violin, trumpet and piano,
before finally settling on the drums. "I
had the most fun with them," he said.

This tightness is one thing that has
made it difficult for the band to find the
right singer. They arc currently working
out a deal with Sam Barnes of Chuck
Taylor and the All Stars.
According to the members of Waltz,
Barnes will very likely join them this
summer since he plans to leave the All
Stars.
Morrison recently purchased a
$12,000 P.A. system, which McGall
said is a great advantage for the band.
"That's always a big problem for a
band, having equipment."
Morrison also rents the system out to
other area bands.
Although they played no gigs this
summer, the band did take time to make
a professional recording of four original
songs at a Richmond studio as part of a
project McGall had to do for a music
class.
According to McGall, the band will
keep working on covers, but their main
emphasis will be songwriting, and
when they start performing again —
most likely this summer with Barnes,
they will be performing more original
numbers.
"Our main emphasis is on
songwriting," McGall said. "We'll still
play covers, but we'll start throwing in
originals."
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Apartment

Six

That's a high that you just can't match'
If Harrisonburg's newest band.
Apartment Six, was a church, it would
be non-denominational.
No two tastes are the same in this
live-member band
There is a thrasher, a performer, a
classic rocker and a couple of blues
men. The mix is, well, unexplainable.
"We're playing our influences now,"
says Charlie Tucker, rhythm guitar
player and backup vocalist. "I mean I
don't care if we're a cover band or what,
that's a high that you just can't match.
"Can you imagine having four other
guys play the music you dug all your
life growing up, and they're up there
playing it, and it's loud and electric and
you're up their making it?"
If you could imagine it, then it might
very well look like the compilation of
Tucker, Billy Kingsley, Mike Bronson,
Mike Clem and Bruce Royer all
combined to put together arrangements
influenced by everyone from The Velvet
Underground to the Dead Kennedys.
The band is a mixture from former
and current local bands, with a few new
faces thrown in. Clem still has his
interests firmly established with the
Jellyfish Blues Band, which has been
around since Clem came to JMU four
years ago.
He agreed to play bass with the band
until he goes north to Washington,
D.C. to play with Jellyfish Blues.
Kingsley and Bronson brought their
singing and guitar playing talents to
The Shuffle before moving on to find a
new sound with Apartment Six, and
along the way, Bronson enlisted the
help of his high school friend and
drummer Royer. Tucker, as he puts it,
is along for the ride.
"I was talking to my pals about
playing in this band, something I
wanted to do all my life," he said, "and
they invited me to step into this thing,
and I said, 'I think I have to do this.'"
Kingsley said it wasn't just musical
ability that they were looking for when
forming the band.
"When Mike and I were looking for
musicians in town," he says, "we were
looking for a dynamic stage personna
too, and that's why we went with
Charlie."
But, no matter how they came
together, the sound they are making on
the stage is a different one. It's one that
hasn't been heard too much before
locally, and it's one that might take a
while to be accepted.
Unusual for a local band. Apartment

Six mixes a dozen originals into their
sets, and hopes to be doing about 70
percent originals before next fall. The
originals, too, reflect the musicians.
"I guess, in a nutshell," Tucker said,
"the sound just comes from the extreme
differences of all of our musical tastes.
We all overlap a lot."
This is a band, as Kingsley admits,
that had a lot of advanced billing aided
by past successes. Apartment Six has
twice packed the Mystic Den by word
of mouth.

benefit is Clem.
"When we're rehearsing, I'll usually
hold the melody," he said. "And Mike
will just pick out a harmony. He's got
a great ear. . . And he is so stable, it's
like having a father."
Adds Tucker, "He's really the
backbone of the band in a sense. Bruce
and him mesh very well."
Meshing well hasn't been a problem
thus far, says Tucker. The almost daily
practice sessions are fairly regimented,
and the search for a sound is still

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Apartment Six uses a compilation of their influences, like The
Velvet Underground, to get the sound they're looking for.
"I really think that it's Mike
[Bronson] and Billy," Tucker says, "The
audience knew that Mike and Billy were
getting another band because the
Shuffle was going down, and people
had fun with The Shuffle.
"And to find out that Mike and Billy
had a new band, it's like "Let's go see
them."
But the music is different this time
around, and Kingsley, after three weeks
of practice, thinks the music in the
band's first show earlier this month is
more adaptable to his sound. Another

coming along he says. But right now,
it's just plain old-fashioned fun every
show.
"It's hard for me to fathom that we're
a band with a sound," Tucker says, his
long dark hair spread out over his white
shirt "I still look at us as Mike, Mike,
Bruce, Billy and Charlie.
"It still really is five friends playing
music, and we're searching for our
sound. We have the long hair, the crazy
moves, the screaming and the jocularity
onstage."
But with all of the above comes a

purpose, Kingsley says. It's a purpose
not only to play the music they're into,
but to get others involved in that sound
as well.
"I've seen a lot of the bands in
Charlottesville and all the bands around
here in town, and I think we've got the
most unique style," Kingsley says. ,
"There are eight million bands playing
college Top 40, which is good music,
but there's so much more music out
there that we've got to let people hear."
Part of that plan is through their use
of originals, which come mostly from
Kingsley.
"When it comes down to the line, it's
a co-op," Royer says. "But a lot of the
forethought to the music is a lot Billy's
and a lot Mike's, and Mike Clem's
because he's great with harmonies."
What the music lacks, (Some of us
are bad musicians," Tucker says.), the
band's energy makes up for. It is not all
uncommon to see Kingsley prancing
around out of control, Tucker with a
full head of hair in his face, Bronson
studying his guitar licks, Clem
harmonizing with a driving bass and
Royer, decked out in a Bill-the-Cat
T-shirt, driving things along, all as one
big happy family.
"Why I do what I do live," Kingsley
says, "is, one, because I just love it and
I can't control my body, and another is
that I would hate to come see a band
and the lead singer just stand there and
sing."
And, thus far, a lot of people have
come to hear the music. It seems that
people either consider Apartment Six a
brash, new sound or boring because it
wasn't what was expected.
"The people who are saying it's
boring are people that come to see The
Shuffle," Kingsley says, hand resting
on his chin just beneath a new goatee.
"One thing people have to realize is
that we're playing the music that—.
everything they listen to now came
from.
"Like U2 and the Cure, well, we're
playing Velvet Underground, and they
were the premise of every band that's
popular right now. . . There's always
other music out there."
ISJne of the things Apartment Six
draws its energy from is the
Harrisonburg area. There are no students
in the band now, and they tend to draw
on the area's past history for some
motivation.
"One reason I've been kind of critical
of the college musk scene is that none
of us are students anymore," Kingsley : .
says, "There is such an incredibly ;:
See APARTMENT page 14>
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Band's sound emerged from the
Minneapolis progressive scene
In a day where the hip college
musical trend seems to be covering
REM songs, an honest-to-God loud and
original rock "n' roll band is the last
thing you'd expect to find at JMU.
Under Arrest is one of those bands.
This foursome of students uses the
essentials — guitar, bass and drums —
to grind out their*-basic, yet far from
elementary Sound.
The band consists of Mike Gehringer,
guitarist and vocalist; Dave Willscy,
bassist; Bryan Campbell, guitarist and
vocalist and Doug Mulvihill, drummer
and vocalist.
They formed from the remnants of
Narcoleptic Lenny, which Gehringer
and Mulvihill played in last year.
Mulvihill and Campbell decided to
form Under Arrest at the end of spring
semester 1987, and freshman Willsey
rounded out the quartet this fall.

The

The band accentuates the distinctive,
differing guitar styles of Gehringer and
Campbell to create their raw
Stoncs-with-a-touch-of-the-Byrds sound.
Typical of this sound is the Gcringer
composition "Janie," which uses a
"Honky Tonk Woman" swing, giving
it what Gehringer calls their "crunchy,
driving beat."
When Under Arrest formed early this
year, they decided to play their songs.
Even though their set does include
some covers, highlighted by a frantic
reading of the Ramones' "Bonzo Goes
to Bitburg," and the Hcartbreakers'
classic "I Wanna Be Loved," the
originals were the focus of their debut
at the Mystic Den earlier this month.
Gehringer writes the bulk of these
originals, though Campbell and
Mulvihill both contribute on a frequent
basis. Some of ihciytoiterial dates back
to Narcoleptic ^By, but they've
rccmerged with a c^HpIctcly different
feel.
Gehringer explains that they play a

Staff photo by STEPHEN BATES
From left, Doug Mulvihill, Mike Gehringer, Bryan Campbell and
Dave Willsey formed Under Arrest last fall.
lot of original material because "I've
never bothered with covers."
As a band, they've been able to
achieve a very cohesive sound in a
relatively short time. When a member
brings in a song, they throw it out to
the rest of the band, allowing each
member to add his distinctive sound.
This results in some pretty interesting

I

music.
"Wayward Stranger," a song by
Gehringer, is probably the best of the
lot. An old Narcoleptic Lenny song, it
was written using verses from a
children's book and is backed by a wall
of chorus guitar.
See ARREST page 12>

Haskells

'Audience-response' band plays to have fun
"Scott likes the Doors, Warren likes
the blues, Lipton and Mike are into
progressive, and I like soul, like Prince
— so we play just about everything,"
said senior Kevin Lammers, lead
vocalist for the Haskells.

t:;

"Yeah," agreed the band's keyboardist,
junior Scott Schuyler, "I think our
music is representative of just about
anyone on campus because we all have
such different tastes."
Having played their first gig only last
September, the Haskells are a relatively
new band at JMU.
After a few members of their former
group, Captain Crunch and the Raisin

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
The Haskells, (from left) Scott Schuyler, Steve Lipton, Kevin
Lammers, Mike Altls and Warren Oliver played the Mystic Den
earlier this month.

Bran Band, quit, drummer Mike Altis,
really good reception," Lipton said.
guitarist Warren Oliver and bassist "Much better than we thought we
Steve Lipton, all juniors, decided to
would."
find replacements and keep going. They
They say their performances, most of
found Lammers and Schuyler in late
which are at the Mystic Den, have
August, and the new band was created.
gotten smoother since then. Lammers
The guys didn't choose their name,
said, "We're improving rapidly. Our
however, until they were booking their stage presence is especially getting
first performance. Until then, they said much better."
they hadn't given much thought to a
"Learning how to talk between
name so their choice was a songs—what to say, was really tough,"
spur-of-the-moment decision.
Lammers said, "because having stage
"Warren signed us up to play the presence like that is not something that
[Warren Campus Center] patio, and comes naturally."
they asked 'What's the name of your
The Haskells said one of the worst
band?' We said, Uhh ... the Haskells, things for them is not getting any
I guess,'" Lammers recalled.
participation from the audience.
"Now we're stuck with it, whether we
They are an "audience-response band,"
like it or not," he said and laughed.
Schuyler said, so seeing the audience
That first gig was, as Lipton put it,
enjoy what they're doing is very
"nerve- racking."
important. "Yeah, we play much better
"For one thing, we didn't know if we to an active crowd," he said. "We
really had a full hour's worth of music," definitely feed on the response."
he said, "and we were all so scared."
Besides the work they put into the
Lammers remembered being unnerved band, all five members have other jobs
by it all too. "I even taped the words to as well. Lammers is head resident at
the songs to the back side of the wail Weaver Hall, Oliver works at P.C.
and wore sunglasses," he said, "so I Dukes, both Lipton and Schuyler work
could look down if I forgot the words."
The show went well, however,
despite their nervousness. "We got a
See HASKELLS page 12>-
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Desert

Kings
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Rising from the ashes
of former JMU groups
By William Croxton
staff wrltar

I

The roots of JMU's Desert Kings lay in the ashes
of two former campus bands. Car Full of Bobs and
Flowers of Discipline.
Greg Barrett, bassist of the Bobs, joined up with
Phil Krauth and Dave Park, drummer and bassist of
the Flowers, to create a synthesis between folk and
open-ended improvisation.
Park dropped the bass and became the guitarist and
singer. The band quickly emerged with a sound all its
own.
As for the name, Krauth says, "Dave came up with
it, and it just sounds good.''
With influences ranging from the Feelies to the
Fall, the Desert Kings are a decidedly original band.
Outgrowing their former bands spurred the interests
of the three musicians in the spring of 1987.
Krauth explains, "The Flowers had run their course
— there's only so much you could do with that
style." So months after the release of their EP, they
went their separate ways.
The Bobs, on the other hand, despite "writing some
good material," Barrett says, "just couldn't get
along."
The three musicians knew each other's work from
numerous projects they'd been involved in over the
past few years. One jam led to another, and by
September they had become a full-fledged band.
At first they were determined to be a totally
instrumental project, but they later added Park's
understated, monotone, vocals.
Park, the main writer, generally comes up with an
idea for a song, and the other members sort through it
and perfect it. This way, Krauth says, the songs
attain their "mildly extreme style."
The songs build off the powerful rhythm section of
Krauth and Barrett, whose melodic bass lines allow
Park's sparse guitar to weave in and out of the
structure.
The Desert Kings' evolution over the year has seen
them weather several major style changes. Park's
trademark has been a keen sense for funky rhythm, a
sound evident during their first few shows.
As of late however, they've moved to a more
melodic, poppier style. This style is most apparent in
the song "When."
The band has played many times around the JMU
campus, and in November trekked to Norfolk to play
a club.
Their change in style was first shown to the public
in Norfolk. Park switched from electric to acoustic
guitar, though still running his acoustic through an
effects box.
Park also, as Barrett explains, "changed his style by
making his guitar playing sparser."
The band's biggest break came last month when
they opened for 10,000 Maniacs, playing to a crowd
of over 500. But blessings aren't always as they
seem, and the big show turned into a big fiasco for
them.
They played with what Krauth calls "the worst

sound [system] of all time." And if that wasn't bad
enough, Barrett says, because of lack of advertising,
"no one even knew who we were. We want to play
again soon to get back for that one."
The band has no present plans to press a record, but
Krauth and Park did release a 7" EP last year with the
Flowers of Discipline, and Krauth's other band,
Unrest, just released an LP entitled Tink of S.E."
Park also released an album in 1985 with former
JMU band, the Undecided.
The band members are familiar with the recording
process and their wealth of original material could
easily lend itself to such a project
The growth of their individual styles can be traced
to their influences. Park admits, "Syd Barrett (no
relation to Greg) of early Pink Floyd, and Bob Mould

of Husker Du are probably... the two primary shapers
of my guitar style." This is the first project Park has
played guitar in, a role he still says he's "not entirely
comfortable with."
Krauth counts Big Black, the Butthoie Surfers and
the Factory as models of his drumming. He also has
had a hand in the songwriting and singing chores. His
song, "I Want To Know," deals with "the stupidity of
some lyrics." The song has no set lyrics. Instead, he
improvises.
Barrett's bass playing is the direct result of his
admiration of Michael Fellows of the former
Washington D.C. band, Rites of Spring.
In fact, the entire band shares an interest in
D.C.-based music and are big fans of the early 80s
Dischord movement

Photo by MIKE STENNICK
Desert Kings members Dave Park, Phil Krauth and Greg Barrett clown around In a
Phillips Center dressing room before opening for January's 10,000 Maniacs show.
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> (Continued from page 7)
their originals until the right time
comes to release them.
Carter said, "We're trying to keep the
ates up the sleeve until we need to play
them, so to speak."
The current band, because they
haven't been together long, has not
performed much this year. They've
appeared at the Mystic Den once, and
have scheduled a show at JM's Pub &
Deli Wednesday, March 2.
Culture Shock now practices three or
four hours a day, four or five days a
week in their downtown studio, which
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> (Continued from page 10)
Gehringer admits most of bis songs
are "forced," like "Wayward Stranger,"
but says he uses this technique to "vent
emotions."
One of the most interesting of their
songs is "The Other Side," their set
closer. The Gchringer-penned tune deals
with the suicide of his brother when
Mike was ten years old.
Their influences read like the who's
who of early '80s new music, from the
Circle Jerks and Minor Threat to the
Minneapolis sound, championed by
Mulvihill.
Although Campbell came up with the
name Under Arrest as a response to

Haskells
> (Continued from page 10)
at the Sheraton, and Altis works in the
JMU Information Center.
With all five members juggling
different school and work schedules,
planning band practices sometimes
proves to be a real challenge. Altis said,
"It's hard to find a time all of us can
practice so we don't always get to
practice as much as we'd like."
And when they do find time, the
practices don't always go as well as
they'd like either. Lammers said, "It can
ruin your whole day" when practice
doesn't go well.
Lipton agreed. "Having shitty

msiic
Norfolk, VA
Charlottesville
Norfolk

their status if they continued to practice
at their usual levels, Gehringer is the
member who recently found himself
threatened with such a predicament,
although he would give no details.
Campbell and Mulvihill are also
involved in the songwriting aspect.
Campbell finds it easier to, "start with
the music first." His songs tend to be
the harder ones, blasting his distorted
guitar.
In the future the band plans to play
much more. They also plan to play
Descendents" covers, and attempt a
two-and-one-half hour version of "The
Other Side."

practices," he said, is "one of the worst
things that can happen."
But the results of their effort make it
all worth it. "Playing live in front of
people is the best," Altis said.
Lammers said, "Knowing someone
else appreciates what you're doing is a
good feeling."
"We're not the greatest talent in the
world," Altis said, "but we're a cohesive
band. If we can play together as a
group, we're having fun."
I-ammcrs said, "Yeah, the thing that's
most important to us is really having
fun. That's why we put the time in,
because we enjoy it and we have fun."
"Of course," added Lammers with a
laugh and a smile, "we're also trying to
make enough to pay for our beer."
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dSlVES. TKE Rock-A-Thon Benefit
for Rockingham Memorial Hospital

At the LAST CALL
INFORMATION
& DIRECTIONS

they call "The Joint." The band admits
they would like to practice more, but
school has been a hindering factor.
Everyone in the band agrees that the
diversities in styles and tastes and the
overall seriousness about music is what
makes them unique and a strong unit.
"This is like a practical experience,
like an internship," Carter said. "If
nothing else, we're learning about some
of the pitfalls you can take when you
deal with some of the asses in the
music business."
Taylor added, "This isn't a
get rich-quick scheme for us. This is a
job, a very serious job."

804-296-8805
804-625-5940
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Bluzz

Revue

own-home local quartet
rings delta sounds to area
By Jim Richardson
•tad writer
There's something fishy here in the
turkey capital of the world — a local
id named after the world's catfish
[capital.
Although Bclzona, a small town on
[Mississippi's Ya/.oo River delta, is
known for its whiskered fish
f population, it's not catfish but the
Mississippi delta music that has
inspired Harrisonburg's Bclzona Bluzz
Revue.
The bedrock of the Belzona Bluzz
sound, a combination of country blues
and old-time dixieland jazz, is laid down
by bass fiddle player Wilbur
Two-Gun" Terry.
A truck driver by day, the
gray-bearded Terry is one of
Harrisonburg's busiest and most
versatile musicians by night He plays
classical, jazz and bluegrass on a variety
of instruments in several different
combos.

Belzona guitarist Bob Driver says
Two-Gun is
the "rhythmic
disciplianarian of the band."
Translation: Driver and mandolin
player Steve Parks depend on Two-Gun
to keep their sound tight.
Parks says the band's three
instrumentalists strive for a style that is
forceful and percussive, even without
the benefit Qf drums, but not too busy.
"In rock 'n' roll, they have what they
call a 'power trio,' with guitar, bass and
drums," he explains. "We're an acoustic
power trio."
But it's not the power of the trio that
people come to see. The real focal point
of the Belzona Bluzz Revue is lead
vocalist Deborah Cray, whom Driver
calls "the blond goddess of the blues."
He hastens to add that Cray's good
looks are surpassed only by her vocal
talent. Cray is a professionally trained
singer, equally comfortable with a
Bessie Smith blues shout, a sultry

See BELZONA page ^A>

Photo courtesy of Deborah Cray
1
Belzona Bluzz Revue, (from left) Wilbur Two Gun Terry, Bob
Driver, Deborah Cray and Steve Parks, take their name from
the town of Belzona, Miss.

In The Belle Meade Restaurant
Introducing a new look,
new nightly entertainment AND
Many enjoyable Impressions
FRIDAY andSAfURADAY
NIGHT

THURSDAY
NIGHT

TUESDAY
NIGHT

Mexican Night
Late Night
Enjoy Your Mexican Buffet
Beginning at
Favorite
10 p.m. with
Libations in
Your Favorite An Array Of
Mexican
Beach Attire
Activities
Beach Night

Will Feature
Outstanding Top 40
Music provided by
Area Favorite Bands

tfESS*o^s

Stop in After Class
or
Work For
"Free Buffet"
From
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
with your favorite
music provided
by area renound
DJ.

In The Belle Meade Restaurant
3206 South Main St. Harrisonburg, VA
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Secrets
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Jazz quartet hoping the word gets out
It has been said that a musician stands
a better chance of being struck by
lightning than succeeding in jazz.
If this is the case, then the
Richmond-based quartet Secrets has
defied odds-makers and weathermen
alike.
The key to Secrets' fusion-flavored
success is a combination of two things:
creativity and communication among
the players. Keyboardist Butch Taylor
believes that this combination adds a
"vital spontaneity" to their sound.
"It's the tightest, most polished group
I've been involved with," says Taylor.
"Playing in the band is demanding, but
there is a lot of musical freedom."
Watching one of their shows, it
becomes evident that these musicians
enjoy listening to the other members'
playing and they excel at
complementing the soloist with their
own background fills.
Secrets has captured some of the
excitement from their live performances
on tape. The digitally mixed cassette
tape, Secrets, is on sale at their shows.
"We're hoping to sell the tape here in
Harrisonburg at Town and Campus
Records and the JMU Bookstore," says
Taylor. "There's also a possibility it
could be released on compact disc."
Although the recording is comprised

of all originals, about 30 percent of
Secrets' musical repctoire is cover
tunes. Unlike most groups, Secrets'
covers are relatively obscure in terms of
current radio airplay. "The audience is
probably not familiar with a lot of our
covers, but once we start playing them
(the covers) people start to get into it,"
says Taylor.
One such cover is "Fusion Juice" by
Jeff l.orbcr. This tune gives Secrets a
chance to show off their "L.A. fusion
chops." The chart is driven by the tight
rhythm section of Carter Beauford on
drums and Keith Home on bass. In his
bass-slapping grooves. Home will
throw in a flamenco-styled roll that is
usually only heard in classical guitar
circles.
Home plays a right-handed bass
flipped over to the left-handed side. This
means his fingerings are in the opposite
direction and this enables him to get
different sounds and timbres from his
instrument. "It just felt natural," says
Home of how he started playing the
bass the way he does.
Secrets also does covers by other
artists such as: Spyro Gyra, the
Yellowjackets, Freddie Hubbard and
Michael Franks.
One of the most enthusiastically
accepted originals is entitled "Bassball,"
and was composed by Home. Its angled
melody, reminiscient of Emerson, Lake
and Palmer, goes into a bass cadenza

Billie Holiday ballad, or one of Patsy
Cline's country hits.
The band doesn't do original tunes —
most of the songs in Bclzona's
repertoire were written between 1925
and 1950. But even if the songs arc old,
Bclzona's arrangements are quite new
and different.
"We're not a cover band," Cray says.
"Besides, the stuff we're doing is so old
it sounds new."
Belzona's performances have drawn a
considerable number of students, as
well as older blues enthusiasts. Parks
says he's pleased the band appeals to a
young audience as well as a more
mature one.
"We'll play in a college bar, and
everybody loves us. Then we'll go play
for old folks at a private party, and they
love us. We seem to be able to play for
just about everybody."
That kind of enthusiatic support can
seriously tempt a semi-pro musician to
give up the day job and hit the road in
pursuit of fame and fortune. But this is

important as the musicians on stage,
Gene Fox, a 1981 JMU graduate,
insures that Secrets' music comes out
balanced from the PA system he
designed and built himself. Fox also
produced and mastered the band's tape.
Secrets is currently playing about
once a week at The Wharf in Old
Towne Alexandria and has worked as
the house-band at clubs in Richmond.
Secrets has also opened-up for quite a
few internationally known jazz artists
as well.
Last May, Secrets opened up for tenor
saxophonists Michael Brecker and
Wayne Shorter at The Bayou in
Georgetown. They've also opened up
for Miles Davis and Pieces of a Dream
in Richmond last summer.
Secrets is playing about 10 times a
month. Although this is only about a
third of the month, the musicians play
for other groups and haven't had to take
on "day" jobs in order to pay the bills.
Roberts and Home play for the group
Four On The Side. Home also does a
lot of work in country music playing
both bass and guitar. Taylor plays in
the jazz quartet, Visions along with
Dearth.
For the future, Taylor adds, "We're
going to continue recording and
producing albums and continue to
expand our audience." At this point the
band is hoping they are one secret that
will spread.

Apartment —

Belzona
>■ (Continued from page 13)

that leaves even the most competent
bassist with his mouth agape and his
hands in his pockets. Out of the
cadenza, the band launches into "School
Days," by bassist, Stanely Clarke.
Secrets got started in 1983 when
keyboardist/vocalist, Dane Roberts, a
1982 JMU graduate, joined ranks with
Steve Wilson, a saxophonist from
Virginia Commonwealth University.
The band then added Beauford, a
graduate of Shenandoah College and
Conservatory, on drums. Next followed
Home, a native of Hopewell, on bass.
Taylor, a JMU graduate from 1983,
added his keyboards and vocals to the
band.
Shortly thereafter, Wilson left the
band to join Blue Note recording artists
Out of the Blue. This sextet plays
mainstream jazz and works out of New
York City.
To replace the horn in the band, the
quartet recruited the trumpet of John
Dearth of Charlottcsville. He cannot
always play with Secrets because he is
an active member in other groups such
as the Charlottcsville Swing Orchestra
and Visions, a jazz quintet lead by JMU
saxophone instructor, John Mossblad.
Dearth is heard on a.couple of
selections recorded on Secrets. These are
"Ansel, Play This," "Glad to be Here"
and "Shortly."
On the road and in the studio, Secrets
has a personal sound technician. As

a mature bunch. The quartet harbors no
illusions about the commercial
potential of its somewhat nostalgic
approach to the music business.
To make ends meet, Cray works full
time as a herd manager at a dairy farm.
Driver is co-owner and manager of the
Little Grill in Downtown Harrisonburg,
and Parks works in the kitchen there.
So if music is the first love of the
folks who make up the Belzona Bluzz
Revue, it's still their second job. For
the most part, they are content to play
part time at nightclubs and parlies
within easy driving distance of
Harrisonburg.
But there is at least one prestigious
out-of-state gig they would love to play
— Belzona, Mississippi's annual
Catfish Festival.
Every summer, people come from
miles around to eat fried catfish and
dance to the authentic Mississippi
music. For the Belzona Bluzz Revue,
it might as well be Woodstock II.
"We haven't made it there yet," Parks
says, "but we're working on it"

> (Continued from page 9)

unique family outside of college. That's
where a lot of our sounds come from."
So what's up for the for the future
with Apartment Six?
"We need to keep picking up
material," says Roycr, who does a mean
James Brown scream that will be added
when the band picks up some
soon-to-be funk influences. "Keep

changing. . . I think in the past year,
all our lives have been covering a lot of
music."
That music, after a lot of shows and a
demo tape of all originals this summer,
could take them out of Harrisonburg.
"I want to lake a band out of this
town, that people can say, 'Yeah man,'
because I love this town, and I love
JMU," Kingsley says, "I'm expecting
good things out of this."

©(©HQimia^oir StaflcsoLiiJ ©(©tsunofQ
EVENTS:
April 9
ADOPT A HOUSE
"Lend a hand in sprucing up a neighborhood house"
April 14

BLOOD MOBILE
11 -4 P.M.

April 16
SPRING DANCE
9 -1 A.M. at Belle Meade with a LIVE BAND
l
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'oundmen hold it together with skills, tape
By Chris Cohlck
staff writer

You see them at every concert, bar and bar mitzvah,
[ and they always have a roll of duct tape with them.
Soundmen are the Rodney Dangerfields of the
music world.
They have to be excellent to receive the slightest
bit of respect. And if the slightest squeal of feedback
is heard, all heads in the audience turn back to the
soundboard and the soundman that's trying to hide
behind it.
His one and only friend is his roll of duct tape. The
tape is used for everything from holding down
microphone cords to keeping pieces of equipment
from falling apart.
As Julian King, a soundman working for various
bands in the area, said, "I predict that duct tape will
be used in a cure of the common cold."
A soundman without duct tape is like a drummer
without sticks.
Being a soundman is not an easy job. Imagine
having to control the volume, tone and reverb on the
different instruments you listen to on your stereo.
A soundman has to balance anywhere from eight
to 24 different channels. Each channel represents a
different microphone for an instrument, vocalist or
drum. When a solo comes up, the soundman has to
spot on stage who's taking the solo and boost his
mike so he can be heard over the rest of the group.
Besides making sure everything sounds alright in

the audience, the soundman also controls monitor
levels on stage.
Monitors are speakers on stage that arc aimed at the
band members so they can hear themselves and/or
others belter.
With all this on his mind, the soundman doesn't
even get a chance to relax when the band is taking a
break. During breaks, band members will hound him
for more volume from the monitors, and he has to
find a "cool" tape to play to keep the audience going
until the band gets back on stage.
Here at JMU, there are a handful of soundmen that
work the local venues.
King and partner, Ron Morrison, have run sound
for The Shuffle, Glass Onion, Tweed Sneakers and a
list of others as long as a microphone cord.
King and Morrison have pooled their equipment
together and are currently running sound together at
many local shows. Morrison says he'll run sound
"anywhere a band needs me."
Morrison and King, who will be running sound at
JM's Pub and Deli Wednesday for Culture Shock, use
Morrison's cargo van to haul their gear from gig to
gig. Their equipment, which includes power
amplifiers, mixing board and speaker columns, is
worth about $15,000.
Besides working for bands in the area. King and
Morrison are part of the Madisonians' road crew. This
involves touring with them — setting up before the
shows, making sure all the equipment works and then
breaking it all down again.
Having experience in sound reinforcement can lead

to jobs in related areas as well.
After Graduation in May, King will be moving to
Nashville, where he will be working for MCA
Records as a 2nd Engineer in the recording studio.
King got the job because of his work there last
summer as an intern. While there as an intern. King
worked on recordings by such artists as Waylon
Jennings, the Oak Ridge Boys and the Bellamy
Brothers.
Morrison, a music management major, cites JMU
classes like Audio Devices as helping him to better
understand all the different pieces of equipment
Another student, Toby Seay, has his own PA and
has been running sound for area bands. In addition,
Seay also plays bass for the Jellyfish Blues Band.
"When I've got a gig with the band, I'll set up the
PA, and we'll get someone else to run the board."
Once the system is all set up, the soundman, for the
most part, tries to keep the music balanced.
Many bands, once established, will hire a
soundman to go on tour with them. The soundman
becomes as important a part of the band as the
musicians, and he usually receives pay equal to that
of the other members of the group. King was the
Shuffle's soundman this past semester.
Perhaps a soundman's biggest gripe is that in his
striving for acoustical perfection, there are so many
critics who think they know better.
"Everyone is a soundman," King said "They tell
you the guitar should be louder or they can't hear the
vocals."
So, next time you go out to see a band, look for
die soundman. He's usually hidden behind a rack of
digital sound effects and a spiders web of cords.
Tell him it sounds great.
Tell him that any tape he plays during the band's
break will sound just fine.
And if he doesn't have duct tape, you must have the
wrong guy.

Tweed
> (Continued from page 4)

Staff photo by PHIUP HOLMAN
Julian King (left) and Ron Morrison (center) run sound for a number ol bands.
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"We never argued," says Weist, of the group's good
rapport thus far. "We're pretty compatible."
"We want to keep changing," says Reed. "I've seen
a lot of bands that you go see and say These guys
have been around for three years, and they're still
playing the same songs.'"
One person who could see to that is Moulthrop.
Although getting a straight story is about as probable
as Joe Isuzu passing a lie detector test, he, more than
anyone else can look at the music differently because
progressive is not exactly his favorite, but singing it
is. Simply put, he listens to progressive about as
often he tells the truth.
"It's sort of good to have Rob influenced by
different music," Reed says, "because the three of us
listen to basically the same types of music. We have
a lot of the same favorite groups."
But Moulthrop still enjoys the energy the
progressive sound provides.
"Ill sing anything," he says. "But yeah, it's kick
ass, it's good music. If I was at a party, I wouldn't
want to listen to what I listen to at home."
But, all differing musical tastes aside. Tweed
Sneakers is riding the wave of popularity for the
moment with no wipeouts in sight.
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Crutchfield's
Best Sellers
At The Valley's
Lowest Prices
ixjwest
price Ever

Get more for your money
with Crutchfield's discount
prices on top-quality audio
and video components.
In Our Catalog Store

Magnavox CD Player • * „., remote

$

Compaq

379

Compaq at $ jyg
pair

Advent Bookshelf Loudspeakers
• Improved version of speaker Stereo Review called "one of the
best-sounding in its price class*. • Sounds great even with lowpowered amps or receivers • Solid wood tops and bottoms
• Smooth highs with wide dispersion • The hefty bass Advent ll
famous for • Model Baby II List J250

In Our Outlet Store

$

Sony Receiver

349

control with direct track access • Favorite Track Selection
remembers programming instructions for up lo 785 tracks from
228 discs • 3-speed manual search • Philips 4X oversampling
with digital filtering • Dual 16-bit digital-to-analog converters
• Headphone output with volume control • Model CDB-650
List 1500

JVC RCCClVCr • Seven band computerized equalizer
lets you create custom equalizations and recall them at the touch
o( a button • Wireless remote control also works on other JVC
audio and video equipment • Computer controlled AM/FM tuning
with 32 station presets, and preset station search • 60 watts con
tinuous power at an inaudible 0.007% Harmonic Distortion
• Acoustic Expander for a wider sound from mono TV and VCR
sources * 2 video inputs with dubbing, plus CD, phono and 2
audio tape inputs • Model RX-550V List: $500

Compa** at

$

159

Direct access AM'FM quartz
tuning with 10 presets • Station scan and preset station scan • 35
watts per channel continuous power with just 0.8% Harmonic
Distortion • Inputs for a complete audio system, plus video sound
* Outputs for two pair of speakers • Loudness switch
• Model STR AV250 List 1200

Here's just a sample of the lower prices you'll find on the samples, demo units and returns in
our Outlet. Hundreds of specials every day. All with full manufacturer's warranty and
Crutchfield's 30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee.
JVC Car Stereo
Outlet Price $134

JVC 45 watt Receiver
Outlet Price $219

Model KSR33 U* J230 Regularly »1*9

Model RX-350 List 1315 Regularly $249

Clarion High-Power Car Stereo
Outlet Price $249

Sony 55 watt Receiver
Outlet Price $229

Model S825RT Lilt 1410 Regularly 1299

Model STR-AV550 Li* 1370 Regularly (269

Pioneer High-Power Car Stereo
Outlet Price $249

Pioneer Receiver • 60 watts per channel continuous at a low 0.05% Harmonic Distortion • Quartz synthesis

tuning with 20 presets • Cable FM antenna input • Built-in 5
band-equalizer * 3 video inputs with dubbing * Noise filter for
videotapes • Full-function remote control * Inputs for phono CD
player and audio two tape decks • Outputs for two pair of
speakers • Model VSX 3000 List »350

Pioneer 100 watt Receiver
Outlet Price $449

Model KFH-7272 List M20 Regularly 1279

Model VSX-5000 Lilt 1620 Regularly 1499

Pioneer 6V." Car Speakers
Outlet Price $74 pair
Model IS 1685 Lin I IBS Regularly 194

JVC Dual Cassette Deck
Outlet Price $179
Model TDW330 List $265 Regularly S199

Jensen 6" x 9" Car Speakers
Outlet Price $79 pair
Model JXL-693 UK 1160 Regularly S99
Pioneer Surface-Mount Car Speakers
Outlet Price $89 pair
Model TS-X30 Lift $240 Regularly 1119
Kicker Truck Speakers
Outlet Price $219 pair

Infinity Loudspeakers

Outlet Price $399 pair
Model SM 120 Lid I77S Regularly 1549

Advent Loudipeakers
Outlet Price $329 pair
Model Legacy Li* $450 Regularly $369

Rose Loudspeakers
Outlet Price $269 pair

Model Side-IOcks Lid 1300 Regularly 1249

Model 4 2 Lid 1419 Regularly $299

Sony CD Player
Outlet Price $179
Model CDP-350 Lid S240 Regularly 1199

Akai HQ VCR
Outlet Price $269
Model VS-270 List $399 Regularly $299

Sony Multi-Disc CD Player

Outlet Price $319
Model CDPCSF Lid S450 Regularly (369

The Crutchfield Advantage:
• The Valley's Best Selection of Tbp
Quality Audio and Video
Components
• 30 Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee
• Friendly salesmen who know what
they ir talking about
• Superior Car Stereo Design &
Installation
• All major credit cards accepted
Special financing also available

CRUTCHFIELD
Catalog & Outlet Center
153 S. Main Si.

HarrUonburg

703 433 6312

Showroom Hours:
Monday - Saturday 10-6
Friday until 8
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SPORTS
Confident Dukes stop Eagles
might as well^ave written in the final
score and the other team would blow
staff writer
Tom McCorry isn't altogether sure right by us.
"That's happened a number of times
how well his team will come together
this season. But it hasn't happened over
for the upcoming Colonial Athletic
the last couple of weeks, and I don't
Association tournament, but he knows
think it's going to happen again. This
— at least for the moment — that the
team
is too tough for that."
Dukes arc heading in the right direction.
It
was
also a night for the team's
JMU gave the interim head coach his
three
seniors
— Ben Gordon, Ralph
second conference win in a row
Glenn
and
Robert
Griffin — to go out
Saturday night, a 63-55 win over
with
a
win
in
their
last game in front of
American, and some added confidence to
the
home
crowd.
back up the ever-positive statements
One of those seniors, Gordon, hit a
that have become a McCorry trademark
three-point
play, and in less than a
over the last month or so.
minute,
Kcnnard
Winchester came off a
The words rang true against
pick
at
the
foul
line
to convert another
American, a team that had won seven
three-point
play
and
give JMU a 53-48
straight games heading into
advantage
with
3:17
left. But the show
Harrisonburg, even with a second-half
was
far
from
over.
gut check that saw JMU lose a huge
Eric White hit a 3-pointer for AU,
first-half lead.
"They were just not going to be and two JMU inbounds turnovers in
two seconds converted into two easy
denied tonight," McCorry said of the
Dukes, 10-17 and 5-9 in the CAA. "If American baskets. So it was JMU 56,
AU 55 and a new ballgame with 1:03
you wrote that story ahead of time, the
way that second half was going, nine left
"I would have like to see us call a
teams out of 10 would have lost that
timeout in either one of two situations
game."
The scenario did follow a familiar line on out-of-bounds plays, but we didn't,"
for the Dukes in the second half. After McCorry said. "This time we didn't, but
I think the players that didn't will know
building up a 34-18 lead at the half,
that, and that won't happen again."
JMU took a customary nosedive with
American then sent JMU to the
12:51 left in the game, leading 46-33.
free-throw line. The Dukes sank enough
By the time the Dukes finally pulled
frecbies to take control and then topped
out of it, JMU's Ralph Glenn and Barry
it off with Alex Clevinger's dunk with
Brown had fouled out and American had
one second remaining to even their
a 48-47 lead.
season record with the Eagles at 1-1 and
Did McCorry see the ghost of JMU's
secure the sixth seed in the first round
past floating amongst the 4,114 faithful
of the CAA tournament March 5.
sitting in the half-lit (all but the court
For American, the game got out of
lights went out unexplainably)
hand from the opening tip. They shot
Convocation Center?
just 23 percent in the first half (30
"We got good shots," McCorry said,
percent for the game) and American
"they just stopped dropping for a while.
head coach Ed Tapscott said his players
Now, as you know in the past, this
team had a history that when that
happened, the game was over; you
See MEN page 29>

By Mark Charnock

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

JMU's Alex Clevlnger (left) looks to block Eric White's shot.

By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

McCorry's squad
rises from 'dead'
entering tourney

.

When former head coach John Thurston resigned
on Jan. 29, JMU's men's basketball season appeared
to be over.
The team was struggling, as its 6-11 record
indicated, and the events leading to Thurston's
resignation were tumultuous and unsettling.
Interim head coach Tom McCorry's first outing
was terrible, as JMU lost to George Mason — a
team with which it was supposed to contend at the
beginning of the season — 86-66. After that game,
captain Robert Griffin said the Dukes would have to
keep playing, but that it would be impossible to
forget about the incident
It surely seemed that way at the time. JMU went

on the road and lost to North Carolina-Wilmington
and East Carolina, then returned north and lost to
VMI in Lexington. The losing streak was six, the
record was 6-15, the season was over.
But it wasn't.
Somehow the Dukes have turned it around.
Ironically, they began their resurgence with a
boring, uninspiring 64-51 win over William and
Mary. But it continued more convincingly two
nights later when JMU beat highly regarded West
Virginia 72-70 in overtime.
The Dukes then were crushed by Richmond, but
followed the defeat with a three-point loss to the
same George Mason team that so thoroughly
See RISE page 31 >
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JMU women nip Penn State
Dukes cage Lions
in overtime thriller

Successful seniors
end career in style
of storybook ending

By Dean Hybl
staff writer

By Dave Washburn
staff writer

Like an exciting roller coaster ride, the JMU
women's basketball team's 77-74 overtime victory
against visiting Penn State Friday night contained
many twists, turns and surprises.
From the beginning, it was obvious this game
between two nationally renowned programs was
going to be something special.
Nittany Lion All-American guard Suzie McConnell
set the game's tone by stealing the ball on JMlTs
first possession and making an off-balance pass to
teammate Bethany Collins for an easy layup.
Penn Slate increased its lead to 6-0 on baskets by
Collins and Stefeni Thomas before JMU finally got
on the board on a jump shot by Paula Schuler nearly
three minutes into the contest

Penn State's Andrie DeVries made the first
overtime basket, but JMU scored five successive
points to take a 69-66 lead.
Collins, who scored a game-high 22 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds, was called for her fifth foul as
she charged into Beasley on the baseline with three
minutes left.
The Dukes took their largest lead of the extra period
(75-71) as Beasley scored her 1.000th JMU point
with 44 seconds remaining, but Penn State cut the
lead to one on a 3-pointer by McConnell with 35
seconds remaining and then stole JMU's inbounds
pass.
The Nittany Lions' Lisa Lambert missed a foul
shot that could have tied the game with 18 seconds
left and Beasley added two free throws for the final
77-74 advantage.
As time expired. McConnell launched a desperation

The nation's finest children's writers could not have
created a more appropriate story for the four seniors
on the JMU women's basketball team.
Before a vocal crowd of 2,210. Alisa Harris, the
leader of four players who were playing in the final
regular season home game of their careers, stepped to
the forefront one more time as she calmly sank the
second of two free throws to give the Dukes a narrow
77-74 overtime decision over Penn State Friday
evening at the Convocation Center.
It was simply the perfect way to mark the final
chapter in what has been a fairy-tale four years for
these four ladies.
They leave as the most successful group ever to
don a JMU uniform. Since their arrival, they have
registered four consecutive 20-win seasons, won three
straight Colonial Athletic Assocation titles, and, after
the CAA tournament, probably will earn a berth in
the NCAA tournament for the third time.
However, according to the Dukes' head coach Shelia
Moorman, even more impressive than all of their
basketball accomplishments is the fact that all four
have performed just as well off the floor.
"These four seniors, like all of our kids, represent
us very well both on and off the court," Moorman
said. "We're proud of the contributions that they
make to the university and that all [four seniors] will
graduate on time with their class. They do the things
off the court that we can all be very proud of."
A quick glance at their careers undoubtedly will
reveal that each has enjoyed varying degrees of
playing time during her tenure at JMU. But what no
fact sheet will ever be able to show is the heart and
blue-collar work ethic that has bonded these four
together and has been responsible for the Dukes'
success.
Jennifer Tutt best can be described as the ultimate
team player. After coming to the Dukes as one of
Virginia's finest Group A high school guards, Tutt
was thought to be the type of athlete who could make
tremendous contributions by the time she graduated.
Unfortunately for Tutt, a severe knee injury during
the end of her freshman year has prevented her from
living up to those early expectations. But instead of
wallowing in her own pity, Tutt battled her way back
and has served as an inspiration to both her
teammates and fans.
"I don't want to be remembered as the type of
player who, after an injury, was complacent with
where she was and wasn't willing to work hard and
gain anything from it," Tutt said.
"I just want people to know that although I was
injured .... I've come back and worked harder and
harder. And even if that might not give me any
playing time, its going to help my teammates
improve."
Center Sandy Broughton has been labeled, and with
good reason, as the type of player who made the most
of every second she played. As a freshman, she
appeared in only three of the Dukes' 27 contests and
many began to discount her abilities as a college
performer.

See WOMEN page 31 ►

See SENIORS page 22>

After their initial dry spell, the Dukes quickly got
untracked — thanks tb eight quick points by Alisa
Harris — and led iVlO with 10:30 left in the half.
Penn State then'madc another run to take a 20-16
lead. The two teams (hen traded the advantage the rest
of the period before JMU took the half s final edge,
31-29, on a basket by Missy Dudley.
The second half began similarly to the first, with a
)inl guard taking early control of the contest. But
Jstcad of McConnell, this time the aggressor was
J's Donna Budd.
Budd, who finished the game with a career-high 18
points, including 14 after halftime, blocked a
McConnell shot on the Nittany Lions' first
possession, raced downcourt and passed to Harris for
an easy layup.
After Penn State scored consecutive baskets to take
a 34-33 lead, JMU then went on a 20-9 run. The
Dukes took their biggest lead of the game at 53-42
after a three-point play by Budd with 10 minutes left.
But behind the skillful performance of McConnell,
who finished the game with 19 points and 11 assists,
Penn State began to carve away at JMU's advantage
and finally took the lead at 62-61 after Tiffany Chill
hit two foul shots with 2:16 remaining.
The squads then traded baskets before Bcaslcy went
to the foul line with 24 seconds remaining and the
Dukes trailing by one. Beasley calmly sank the first
shot and was preparing to take the second when Alisa
Harris stepped into the lane, nullifying the second
attempt and giving the Nittany Lions possession.
"I wanted a timeout if we made that free throw,"
JMU coach Shelia Moorman said. "When Donna
looked at me and said, 'timeout?' and I was going to
say to her 'on the make [if Beasley converted the
second shot],' Alisa stepped into the lane.
"All she heard was, 'timeout,' and she made the
mistake, thinking the timeout had been called. It
could have turned out to be a big mistake, but
fortunately we weathered it"
With the game tied, Penn State set up a play for
McConnell to drive the lane, but her shot at the
buzzer was off the mark.
"The plan was for Suzie to get the shot and she did.
and [instead of a foul], what was called,was
overtime," Nittany Lions' coach Rene Portland said.
"I felt she got crushed [while taking the shot]."

Staff photo by STEPHEN BATES
Sydney Beasley (55) fires Friday night.
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Reliever leads baseball team to sweep
By Gary Crockett
staff writer
After receiving his assignment prior to JMU's
season-opening weekend series with West Virginia,
Dukes' pitcher Brian Kimmel couldn't have carried it
out any better.
The sophomore made two short relief appearances
— both in crucial situations — picking up a win and
a save as the Dukes swept the series from the
Mountaineers. JMU won 7-4 Sunday after taking
Saturday's doublcheadcr 12-4 and 5-2.
"Last season I was used more in the long relief
role," Kimmel said, icing down his right arm in the

training room. "This year, short relief came as a
situational-type thing. The coach [Brad Babcock] just
said that's how I'll be used this weekend."
After picking up the win in Saturday's second
game, Kimmel entered Sunday's contest in the top of
the eighth inning with one out, the bases loaded and
the Dukes protecting a 7-4 lead. He promptly struck
out pinch hitter Bill Reep and retired Steve Rolen on
a grounder to second baseman Jeff Garber to thwart
the Mountaineers' rally.
"1 was just trying to get the ball over the plate,"
Kimmel said. "We had one out already, [so] I was
just trying to get a ground-ball out I have confidence

»■>•

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
JMU's Doug Harris receives greetings at home plate after his home run In the
first game of the Dukes' three-game sweep of West Virginia at Long Field.

in the infield to turn the double play."
Said JMU assistant coach Ray Healwole: "He got
thrown into a situation the last two days that he
probably won't be used in much for the rest of the
season."
After seeing their 3-1 lead evaporate after a
three-run Mountaineer fifth, the Dukes pushed across
the go-ahead runs in the bottom of the sixth. With
one out, Mark Brockell reached second base on a
throwing error by Rolen. Following a single by
Steve Schwartz, Brockell came home from third with
the tying run on Dwight Rowc's infield grounder. A
wild pitch by Mountaineer reliever Dave Bcbout
enabled Schwartz to score the go-ahead run.
The Mountaineers made life miserable for
themselves by commiting four errors — three in the
first inning — and stranding 13 base runners.
"The defense just went to sleep," West Virginia
coach Dale Ramsburg said. "That and we just left a
bunch of guys on base again."
The Dukes, who used four pitchers in the game,
received effective middle-inning relief work from
junior Robert Doman. The transfer from Alleghany
Community College pitched 3 1/3 shutout innings to
record the win.
In the first game Saturday, the Dukes buried the
Mountaineers early by scoring 11 runs in the first
two innings. Rod Boddie keyed a seven-run first
inning with a two-run triple off losing pitcher Dave
Perry as the Dukes sent 11 batters to the plate.
Freshman Doug Harris drove in five runs, including
a second-inning grand slam for one of six JMU extra
base hits in the game.
Dana Allison went the route for the Dukes,
scattering six hits, including two home runs. The
Mountaineers' Manning Baumgardncr reached Allisqn
for a solo shot in the fourth and Bill Halloran added a
three-run homer in the sixth.
In the second game of the twin bill, JMU's Dave
Kennett hit a three-run home run off loser Bill Fuchs
in the bottom of the seventh to break a 2-2 tie.
The nightcap featured an outstanding pitching duel
between starters Mike Linskey of JMU and Wes
Shaw of WVU. Linskey recorded eight strikeouts in 6
2/3 innings and Shaw pitched six innings and allowed
only two unearned runs.

Seniors
>■ (Continued from page 21)

But when Harris, then the starting
center, contracted mononucleosis during
her sophomore campaign, Broughton
seized the opportunity. She responded
to her critics by averaging 13.1 points
and 7.2 rebounds per game during
Harris' absence and since has become
the premiere high-post reserve for JMU.
"It was tough in the beginning,"
Broughton said. "I had to make that
transition from high school to college
and it took me a while to make that
change. But it has gotten easier and I've
had a lot of fun while I've been here."
Although she has worn purple and
gold for only two seasons, Sydney
Beasley is as loved and respected as
much as anyone else. From the
moment she transferred from Maryland,
Beasley has won the fcean£ of everyone
•

with her on-court aggressiveness and
her off- the-floor friendliness.
"It has just hit me that my college
career is almost over," Beasley said
with a touch of sadness immediately
following the Penn State victory. "I
knew we would have a big crowd
[against the Nittany Lions] ... and I
just wanted to show the fans, the
coaches and my teammates how much I
appreciate them by having a great
game."
Not only a great game (18 points, 12
rebounds and 4 steals), but a great two
seasons. Since her arrival, she has
amassed 1,002 points, S4S of which
last season, making her the first person
in Dukes' history to score more than
500 points in a single year.
She also earned Flayer of the Year
honors in both the CAA and Virginia

as a junior and could repeat those
honors again this season.
"I really appreciate everything
everyone on this team has done for me,
especially coach Moorman and
[assistant] coach [Andy] Morrison for
giving me a second chance to finish out
my college career and to be happy doing
it," she said
Some people believe in saving the
best for last, and Harris' case may not
be any different. Combining a
never-say-die attitude with an unselfish
playing style, she has become the
epitome of what JMU basketball is all
about
The only senior who has been a
. four-year starter, Harris has received
numerous accolades, including CAA
Rookie of the Year as a freshman,
All-CAA tournament first team during

her sophomore campaign and CAA
Player of the Week honors twice while
serving as team captain this year.
"Alisa Harris is a four-year starter, the
only thing that has kept her out of the
lineup is mononucleosis," Moorman
said. "She has been a good captain and
has really done a fine job throughout
her career. Alisa has been placed into
the background on occasions because
she has had some very good teammates.
"But if you look closely at her
contributions, you'll realize what a
steady, consistent performer she has
been for the last four years."
Steady, consistent and outstanding are
what these seniors have been for JMU
the last four years. They are the
founders of what quickly is becoming
one of the nation's finest women's
basketball programs in the country.
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Seniors help Dukes sink Shippensburg
By Stephanie Swalm
staff writer

Wrestling in the lasl home match of
their careers at JMU, seniors Jeff
Rehain, John Durso, Pat Smith and Jeff
Messeroll each won their bouts to lead
the. Dukes to a 28-18 win over
Shippensburg (Pa.) University
Thursday night in Godwin Hall.
Chris Brock and Danny Johnston also
were honored as graduating seniors, but
didn't fare as well, while All-American
Brian Kurlander sat out with an injury
as the Dukes closed their dual meet
season with a 14-7 record.
"I just thought it would be a good
opportunity, since this was the last
home match, to get all the seniors in,"
JMU mat coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
said. "It would have been nice for Brian
to have wrestled, but I didn't think it
was necessary for him to wrestle with
stitches, especially with regionals
coming up."
Kurlander said he was disappointed
that he had to miss his last home
match, but said he needed the time off
to recover from an injury he suffered
last week during practice. Kurlander's
forehead was cut open when he collided
with another wrestler's knee, but he
[should be well enough to wrestle in the
*JCAA East Regional tournament this
He found some consolation, however.

118 pounds to Shippensburg's Curt
Pearson. Falcone was unable to score a
takedown to recover the one-point
deficit and Shippensburg took the team
lead 3-0.
"Falcone lost to the best guy on the
team. I thought he was capable of
beating him," Bowyer said. "He didn't
wrestle a bad match, he just really didn't
get a chance to finish any of his
takedowns. Hell have to face [Pearsonl
at regionals but he's definitely capable
of winning."
Dukes' 126-pounder Kevin Gast
followed Falcone with an easy 13-2
win, scoring six points in the first two
periods before adding two near-falls and
a takedown in the third period. Gast's
triumph was a major decision, giving
the Dukes a 4-3 lead.
Rehain (134 pounds) improved his
record to 19-16 by scoring a 10-8
decision over Claudio Valeri. After
earning eight points in the first period
on takedowns alone, Rehain added a
third-period takedown to help extend the
Dukes' lead to 7-3.
At 142 pounds, JMU freshman John
McColgan was unable to hold off Keith
Blessing after being taken down just 10
seconds into the match, eventually
dropping an 11-7 decision.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Victorious JMU senior Pat Smith drags Brendan McAnally.

Smith (167) recorded consecutive wins.
Durso's 16-4 superior decision over
Scott Medrow upped his season record
to 29-9-2 and brought JMU within
Brock, wrestling his first match of 12-11.
Smith (28-8-2) kept Brendan
the season, then was pinned in 6:50 by
Rob Jamison at 150 pounds, giving the McAnally on his back for most of his
match and scored a technical fall in five
minutes, giving JMU a 16-12
advantage.
After the match. Smith talked about
ending his career at JMU.
"It kind of hasn't sunk in yet, I
guess," he said. "Getting dressed in the
locker room, it didn't seem any
different, but still I thought about it
because that was my last match. I'm
definitely going to miss it — wrestling
has been a big pan of my life for the
last 14 years."
Red Raiders a 12-7 lead.
At 177 pounds, Messeroll pleased the
"Chris Brock — I can't say enough crowd by using a move he calls the
about the kid. He's been in the room for "spladdle" to pin Bill Schaminger in
two years now and this is the first dual 3:44, increasing the Dukes' margin to
meet he's wrestled for us at home," 22-12.
"That's my big move this
Bowyer said. "He just can't make 142, year — they call it the 'spladdle,' "
which is the weight he should be Messeroll said. "It was nice to go out
wrestling at, and he can't beat out John with a win."
Durso at 150."
JMU's David Mitchell accepted a
But as usual, Durso (158) and Pat
forfeit at 190 pounds before Dukes'

".. It didn't seem any different, but
still I thought about it because it was
my last match. I'm definitely going to
miss it — wrestling has been a big
part of my life for 14 years."
—Pat Smith
in providing the crowd with some added
entertainment by serving as the public
address announcer throughout the
match.
"It really was awful [to sit out]
because this was my last home match,
but I got to announce," Kurlander said.
"I overdid it, definitely, at the
announcing, but that was my way of
just saying so long to JMU."
Carey Falcone lost a close 4-3 bout at

Gymnasts set record, place second
The Dukes' women's gymnastics team (4-10) broke
its school record and placed second in a three-team
meet in Washington, D.C. Friday. Host George
Washington took first place at 175.60, followed by
JMU at 174.45 and East Stroudsburg at 163.45.
JMU broke its previous standard of 174.15, set
Feb. 14 at Kent Stale.
In the all-around competition, Jennifer Schmaizt led
the Dukes by placing third a^^.lS^whU^Carol^

HiuuuKcame^ft^^a^M^^- fcfjflikwe

Darn Halpin placed second on the balance beam
with a 9.0, the highest individual finish for a JMU
gymnast
Schmaizl tied for sixth in the vault (9.05), placed
second on the uneven parallel bars with a
personal-best 9.1 and finished third in the floor
exercise at 9.0.
Hnatuk placed in a three-way tic for third in the
vault ar9,1 and c^rae jg jh>d on.the uneven j

heavyweight Johnston was pinned by
Tim Bowersox in 1:40, making the
final score 28-18.
Despite Johnston's loss. Bowyer was
appreciative of his effort this season.
"I don't think we could have won four
or five of the matches we won this year
without Danny," Bowyer said. "Danny
and Mess [Messeroll] really contributed
a lot to the program. They really didn't
have any outstanding individual
accomplishments, but without them we
really wouldn't have had as good of a
year as we had."
Ending the dual meet season with a
win has left Bowyer optimistic for
upcoming seasons.
"Next year is going to be a rebuilding
year, but I think that in the future we're
going to have a really strong team," he
said. "For the next four years, we're
going to be a young team."
Time is running out before the Dukes
travel to Edinboro (Pa.) University for
the East Regionals this weekend.
"This is what you work for all
season," Bowyer said. "Well find out
how ready the guys are come next
weekend."

JMUA-, C-sides win
The Madison Rugby Club's A- and C-sidc teams
each traveled to Farmville and won their first games
Saturday against Longwood College. The Aside
recorded a 43-3 rout and the C-side recorded a 20-0
shutout.
The Madison B-side dropped a 15-6 decision to
Catholic University's Aside in Washington^ D.C.
Saturday.
JMU's club next travels.la Raleigh, M.C. for a
4
'taurna^n<»rtnlKwcc*tftctsprbtetJ^
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Q. Find the display ad in 7/?e Breeze that
offers you that beach look all year long.
>

And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN

Students. Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid ID. to win.
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JMU fencing team battles way to Virginia state championship
By Kit Coleman
staff writer
The JMU fencing team foiled all its opponents by
winning both the varsity and junior varsity Virginia
state collegiate titles in Godwin Hall Saturday. The
varsity avenged last week's 12-4 loss to
Randolph-Macon Woman's College by tying the
Wildcats in their match and winning the state title.
The Dukes won the tournament with 34 wins,
while the University of Virginia placed second with
30 and R-MWC third with 28.
Virginia Tech finished fourth with 13 victories,
Hollins College placed fifth with nine and Mary
Baldwin College placed sixth with only six.
JMU varsity fencers Jennifer Collins and Angela
Leffel finished second and third, respectively, in the
individual state competition while Dukes' JV fencers
Kristin Kidd and Jackie Stanficld also finished second
and third in the state.
The teams fenced off for the state title Saturday.
The number one and two fencers on each team
competed against the other teams' two best. The
number three and number four fencers did the same,
so each match had a total of eight bouts.
JMU shut out Hollins College, Mary Baldwin
College and Virginia Tech 8-0. The Dukes' matches
against the Cavaliers and the Wildcats were tougher
as the Dukes beat UVa 6-2 and tied R-MWC 4-4.
JMU's Jennifer Collins was defeated by the Cavaliers'
Linda Coulson and Cindy Kim.
The Dukes held off R-MWC's aggressiveness by
tying the score 4-4. Tanya Velt lost to the Wildcats'
Karin Erkers, while Leffel was beaten by Barbara
Carpenter and Nina Lehrhaupt, who also stopped
Collins.
JMU's Tonya Whitenton, who went 10-0 in the
team competition, said, "We earned this because this
was the best we fenced during the entire season. Our
coach [Debbie Lung] is our inspiration — she really
pushes us and gets us psyched up for our matches."
Co-captain Leffel, who went 8-2, said, "We knew
we could do it We were up and we worked hard."
Because only three of the teams at the tournament
had JV teams, each fencer fought all of the other
teams' competitors for a total of 16 bouts. The
Dukes' JV defeated both UVa and R-MWC 10-6,
making it virtually impossible for either team to
overcome them.
JMU JV captain Jackie Stanficld said, "We really
worked for it. Against UVa, we were behind 4-2 at
one point As a team we pumped ourselves up and,
by cheering each other on, we came back to defeat
them 10-6."
JV fencer Becca Payne said, "We won as a team.
Everyone worked together — that's the best way to
win."
Lung was proud of both the varsity's and JV's
performances. "They fenced so well," she said. "They
wanted it They thought well and really supported
each other throughout the entire competition,"
All eight JMU fencers qualified to compete for the
individual state titles. For varsity, the six fencers
ranked numbers one and two who won the most
bouts qualified to compete individually. The two
fencers in the number three and four seeds with the
most victories also qualified to compete for the title.
In this competition, each fencer competes against
the other seven, If there is a tie in the number of
victories, the winner is determined by the greatest
difference ef touches each fencer made over those she

Staff photo by MARK I
On her way to a 10-0 record in team competition, JMU's Tonya Whitenton (left)
fences In the state championships at Godwin Hall.
received.
In the varsity individual tournament UVa's Linda
Coulson won the individual state title with a 6-1
record. JMU fencers Collins and Leffel tied for
number of victories at five, but Collins took second
place by having a greater positive touch difference.
Lehrhaupt finished fourth. Kim fifth, Velt sixth.
Carpenter seventh and Whitenton eighth.
In the JV competition, the top eight finishers
qualified to compete for the individual tide. UVa's
Beth Glover won undefeated, 7-0. Kidd and Stanficld
both had four wins, but Kidd won the second-place
spot with a better difference in touches.
JMU fencer Becca Payne said the individual

competition was a "fight to the death."
Payne came in fourth, JMU's Margaret Booker
fifth, R-MWCs Julie Schwenk sixth, UVa's Jessica
Abies seventh and R-MWCs Katie Ladd eighth.
Leffel said, "We think our coach deserves a great
deal of credit by getting us here. We area young team
and she developed us into a great set of fencers."
All varsity team members will return next season.
Their goals include winning the state tournament
again and hopefully attending the NCAA tournament
For next year's game plan. Lung said, "Well
continue to work on confidence, aggressiveness and
more complicated attacks on the strip," she said. "I'm
looking forward to a good year next year."

Women 13th at EWSL swim meet
JMU finished 13th of 16 teams in the Eastern
Women's Swimming League Championships last
weekend in Cambridge, Mass. The Dukes scored S3
points, placing just below Drexel at 58 and just ahead
of Syracuse at 42.
Harvard won the championship with 475 points,
followed by Perm State at 402 and Princeton at 291.
Rae Asbridge led the Dukes by placing seventh in
the 100-yard breaststroke with a time of 1:08.08. The
only other Duke to place in an individual event was
Annie Jones, who finished 14th in the 50-yard
freestyle with a 24.87 time.
JMU's 200-yard freestyle relay team of Trish
Mulligan, Sue Lowthert, Kristianna Fisher and Annie
Jones placed 1 lth. The Dukes' 200-yard medley relay
team of Kalhy Estill, Donna Rosato, Erin Daley and
Jonas came in 12th with a lime of 1:52.84.

The 800-yard freestyle relay team of Karen
Knowles, Jonncttc Tuft, Kamie Kuester and Mulligan
finished 13th in 7:57.7 and the 400-yard medley relay
squad of Estill, Asbridge, Jones and Mulligan placed
14th in 4:07.22.

JMU lacrosse club
tops Maryland 7-6
Brian Chisholm scored his fifth goal of the game
with two seconds left Sunday to lift the JMU lacrosse
club to a season-opening 7-6 victory over a club team
from the University of Maryland
Mark Fulton and Temp Hulter each tallied a goal
for JMU, who next hosts Liberty Wednesday at 4
p.m. at the field next to Godwin Hall.
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DearJMU,
If you've been looking
D
a high
at the Carriers' house
D low
n in your glove compartment
□ in your dorm
D everywhere

~»

for just the right
a job
□ apartment
D car
but you've had
° the flu
D bad luck
this is your lucky
□ year
D day
because you've got
° classifieds!
n classifieds!

a furniture
Dpet

a appliance
° senioritis
a a hangover
a

minute
a second
° personals!
□ personals!

PLACE A CLASSIFIED!
To place yours, fill out the information to the right.
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail
addressed to:
The Breeze
Campus Mail
QR
You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze
office located in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
COST: $2 for every 10 word increment
i.e. 1-10 words = $2
11-20 words = $4
etc
DEADLINES:
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail
two days before the deadline so we receive them in time.

CLASSIFIED

NAME
PHONE #
NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS, BUT THE BREEZE
KEEPS ALL SUBMITTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

CLASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PREPAYMENT BASIS ONLY
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Locals pump iron to benefit retarded people
By Dale Harter
staff writer

II was another classic batUc between
man and machine at Harrison burg's
Nautilus Fitness Center as Steve
Fleming strained to lift the weight on
the double chest machine. A small
group huddled around Steve and shouted
words of encouragement as he fought
the mechanical beast.
"C'mon Stevie, you can do it,"
exclaimed a friend standing by his side.
Finding new strength in these words,
Steve lifted the weight as a broad smile
appeared on his face. As his supporters
continued the words of praise, Steve
lifted the weight again and again.
After completing his last repetition,
he sank against the back rest. Although
he was exhausted, the smile never left.
While Steve had not lifted an
astronomical amount of weight, his
being mentally retarded and physically
handicapped probably made it seem like
he had moved a mountain. In fact, this
probably was one of many mountains
that Steve and other handicapped
people are forced to move every day.
Fortunately for Steve and others like
him, many local people took the time
Saturday to help move some of these
mountains by lifting weights.
From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., numerous
Harrisonburg, Rockingham County and
JMU community members participated
in a "Liftathon" for Pleasant View
Homes, a private, non-profit
organization.
Each participant was sponsored by an
individual or business in the area who
donated a certain amount of money for
the weight lifted.
Donations ranged from a nickel to a
dollar per pound.
When the Liftathon began, 117 area
residents were scheduled to lift, and
approximately 25 percent of these were

JMU-related. Two JMU students —
Paige Crawford and Piper Millsaps —
decided last week that they would lift.
"We just went through our dormitory
and asked people for donations," said
Crawford, an English major. "Everyone
gave when asked and we raised $25
each."
Millsaps, a Health Sciences major,
said, "It makes me feel good to use
-something I like for a good cause."
Thanks to individuals like these,
PVH and Nautilus raised over $8,400
during the six-hour event. Since not
everyone who pledged was able to
attend Saturday's event, Whitmore
expects another $3,000 to $4,000 to
roll in next week as others come in and
lift. Coupled with another Liftathon
being held in late March at the Nautilus
in Winchester, Whitmore expects to
raise close to $20,000 for PVH.
"The Liftathon was definitely a
success," said Dave Bowman, who
owns and manages both Nautilus
Centers. "We will receive more money
and pledges than in 1986, when we
participated in a nationwide event
called LiftAmerica," he added
In operation since 1969, PVH
provides residential housing for 37
mentally retarded people at four different
locations
in
the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham area.
According to Terry Whitmore, the
executive director of PVH, four to 15
people live at each location based on
their degree of handicap.
PVH is run by 38 full-time staff
members who are assisted by seven
special consultants, ranging from
clinical psychologists to JMU business
department personnel. Several JMU
graduates presently serve on the PVH
staff.
Many JMU students also volunteer at

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACI

Mark Morewltz (left) prepares to bench press at Nautilus.
PVH, and each student is matched with
a resident of his choice.
As a non-profit agency, PVH must
rely on fund-raising activities such as
the "Liftathon" to keep operating.
"For every dollar we raise, state and

federal programs will match up to $5,"
Whitmore said. "I like the system. The
community has to invest before federal
and state programs will step in and
help."
Harrisonburg's Nautilus Center was
ranked fifth in the nation in number of
pledges and earnings after the
LiftAmerica event, but the "Liftathon"
was more of a community service
projecL
"This year we decided to do
something exclusively for the local
community," Bowman said.
Said Whitmore: "Dave [Bowman] has
been really responsive to the local
community in regards to helping
mentally retarded citizens."
"People can make a difference,"
Bowman said. "If everyone does a little
bit, the little things begin to add up."

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Joanie Hanshaw (rlQht) works out as a volunteer looks on In the "Liftathon."

Ed St. Angclo was one of the people
who made a difference Saturday. A
Harrisonburg resident, St. Angelo
pressed 250 pounds on the Nautilus
chest machine to earn $625 for PVH.
It did not matter that he was a
paraplegic. He still did his part and it
definitely added up.
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Have a ball on
SPRING BREAK!
We have the famous

Panama Jack
We also carry a full line of

Bimini Magic Afterburn Products
for too much
fun in the sun

HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-6
Sat. 8:30-2
Closed Sun.
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Come by and visit
us for all your
Spring Break needs!
HUGHES PHARMACY, INC.

STUDENTS
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Mike Harley performs on parallel

B

y Laurel Wlssinger
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Tribe gymnasts triumph;
Dukes take solo honors
The question Sunday at Godwin Hall
wasn't so much which team would win
the men's gymnastics meet between
JMU and William and Mary, but rather
how JMU's individuals would fare.
Though the Dukes lost to the Tribe
241.1-216.2, the Dukes' Mike Harley
and Dave Cvercko placed first and
second in individual standings.
"In a meet like this one, you shift
your focus from the team to the
individual," JMU coach Scott Gauthier
said. "Each person tries to better past
performances, to do weU on their own."
The Tribe took an early 42.1-41.4
lead after the floor exercise and never
looked back, extending its margin after
every event. William and Mary won
five of the six individual events.
"It was more or less expected,"
Gauthier said about the score. "But I
had hoped for it to be a little closer.

"The judging was a little difficult
today. They [Sunday's judges] are very,
very particular. They're very particular
in what they want and how they score.
"I feel that with different judges, our
individual scores would have been
higher, particularly Harley's. But that
was his falls' fault as well."
Harley fell during three of his six
routines, missing tricks on the floor,
pommel horse, and parallel bars.
"I wasn't trying anything new or
overly difficult," Harley said. "I just
don't think I was concentrating as well.
I've been thinking more of my
schoolwork than gymnastics for this
meet, and it showed."
Despite falling, Harley managed to
win the floor exercise with a 9.2 and
come in third on the pommel horse by
scoring 7.6. "I'm not sure what really
happened. I just feU," Harley said.
See GYMNASTS page 29>

Earn Extra Money During Your Breaks
AND
•Gain Valuable Work Experience*
•Expand Your Skills*
•Make Business Contacts*
•Establish References for Your Resume*

OFFICE AND GENERAL LABOR POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Richmon
4914 Radford Avenue
Richmond, VA 23230
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Men
>■ (Continued tram paga 20)
may have been resting on the laurels of
a great win streak.
The first half was one in which JMU
dominated, always leading, with the
16-point halftime margin being the
largest.
"I don't think we did anything well in
the first half," said Tapscott, who
benched freshmen starters Brock
Wortman and Ron Davenport for the
JMU game because of disciplinary
reasons. "I think now I will have their
attention in practice."
McCorry also had a strong bench to

throw at American. With Glenn and
Brown fouling out near the end of the
second half, Alan Dorsey, Thorn Brand
and Clcvinger (11 points in 20
minutes) picked up the slack.
"Barry was in foul trouble for most of
the game," McCorry said. "But Alex
Clcvinger again for the fourth straight
game gave us a lot of quality time ...
We got some big things from the
bench, and mat's against a team whose
bench has really carried them over the
last seven games. We were very, very
happy that our bench was able to
contribute tonight"
Now McCorry must prepare for a 2

p.m. matchup Saturday against
third-seeded George Mason at the
Hampton Coliseum. GMU captured
both of the teams' regular season
meetings.
The first win was a 20-point
shellacking of JMU in Harrisonburg
and the second was by a narrow
three-point margin in Fairfax.
McCorry thinks the American game
was perfect preparation for the
tournament.
"These games, as tough as they are
and as physical as they are, are exactly
what we need to get ourselves ready for
the tournament," he said. "Because

tournament games are all out. Let's face
it, the loser's season is over."
Winchester, whose 22 points led
JMU for the second straight game,
agreed.
"I think that was a very good game
that we can learn from," he said. "We
had a good lead for awhile there and
they made a run on us, but we didn't
put our heads down.
"I really think that's going to help us
going into the tournament, because I'm
sure there are going to be times when it
looks like ifs going their way, and we
can play hard and come back. We just
proved that tonight."

Cvercko placed second in the
all-around due to the strength of his
performances on the rings (8.4S) and
the parallel bar (8.45), both of which
earned him third places on the events.
Cvercko consistently placed in the
mid-eights until the horizontal bar,
when he fell and subsequently scored a
5.35.

relationship was important part of the
competition between the two schools.

Gymnasts
> (Continued from page 28)

(upcoming eventa In JMU sports)
MEN'S QOLF
Tuesday -Wednesday
at Campbell Invitational
iBuies Creek, N.C.).

MEN'S TENNIS
Tuesday—JMU at
Washington and Lee
(Lexington).,? p.m.

-JMU

In addition, Harley's 8.7S placed him
second on the vault and his 8.1 earned
him third on the horizontal bar.
"I would really like to see [Harley]
qualify for NCAA's," Gauthier said.
"But to do so, he's going to have to
consistently hit his floor routine and
score around 9.6."
To qualify for the NCAA tournament,
five home and three away meet scores
are averaged, and the top five in each
region make the field. Harley would be
the first JMU gymnast to do so.

The heat
is on.
This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTC's
six-week Basic Camp now. See your
Professor of Military Science for details.
But hurry. The time is short.
The space is limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Contact: MAJOR SAARI 568-6264

Harley and Cvercko were the only
two JMU gymnasts to place in the
individual events.
William and Mary head coach Cliff
Gauthier is the brother of JMlTs Scott
Gauthier, but neither felt their

"I'm used to it by now," said Scott
Gauthier, who is in his fifth year
coaching. "I think of [the Tribe] as just
another team, not as anything personal
with my brother."
JMU now looks to the North Atlantic
Gymnastic League meet, which will be
held next weekend at Vermont "It's
almost like our conference
championships and I think we can place
real well," Gauthier said.
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> (Continued from page 20)

dominated them three weeks earlier. And JMU then
produced back-to-back wins over Colonial Athletic
Association opponents Navy and American, which
they downed 63-55 Saturday night.
Slowly and surprisingly, the Dukes head into this
weekend's CAA tournament in Hampton as only the
sixth seed, yet they seem to exude unlimited
confidence. Against the Eagles Saturday, it was not
the same lackluster JMU team that has appeared so
often this year, but one that somehow has
rejuvenated itself.
"We've just really started to play as a team,"
Griffin said after the win over American.
"Everybody's got a part to play and we're all doing
it,
"We're real confident going into the tournament.
We're playing our best ball of the season. People are
starting to talk about us."

And the talk is positive, the type of words that
always seem to come out of McCorry's mouth. Yet
after the losses in North Carolina, it really was hard
to believe his positive comments. The team was
dead. Or was it?
"It appeared [that we were dead], but I never felt
we were because we never lost sight of our goals,"
he said. "It wasn't important how we were in [North
Carolina]. What was important was how we were on
March 5 when the tournament opens."
Right now the Dukes look good, which may have
to be attributed to a new attitude.
"We're definitely carefree," Griffin said.
Point guard Ben Gordon went a step further. "It's
like we have nothing to lose — we just go out and
play now," he said. "We could have been in last;
now we've fought our way up to sixth.
"We know we can play with the best. When we
beat West Virginia, that seemed to turn things
around."

And the Dukes have turned it around, at least at
home. JMU's wins over West Virginia, regular
season conference champion Richmond and its last
two CAA opponents all have come at home.
JMU is now 8-4 at the Convocation Center, yet
2-13 away from it. The Dukes' only road successes
have been against Indiana State and lowly Central
Connecticut State.
But even (his doesn't bother the Dukes, who have
won four of their last six contests. Just listen to
McCorry's post-game comments.
Til tell you what, watch out. Whoever we're
playing — I don't know who it's going to be — but
the way we're playing with pride and confidence,
we're definitely going to be a team to be reckoned
with."
Although confidence and hype do not win
tournament games, those things do help. And
surprisingly, the Dukes have them again for the first
time since the season started.

Men's tennis team Women
blanks American

was very important as her team prepares for the
Colonial Athletic Association and NCAA

The JMU men's tennis team opened its season with
a 9-0 victory over American Friday afternoon indoors
at Front Royal.
JMU's doubles teams of Nick Whato-Sorny Dearth,
Matt Geetz-Gerald Syria and Marc Brix-Siephen
Secofdeach triumphed to give the Dukes a 3-0 lead.
At numbers four through six singles, Syska, Brix
and Secord won in straight sets. At the top three
spots. White, Dearth and Goetz won in three sets.

This game was like an NCAA tournament game
for us," Moorman said. "Against a team we'd never
played before, we had to quickly find out about them
and then get psyched up without the usual familiarity
you have for the people you play year in and year
out
This game was great for us — good crowd, two
teams playing very hard. To pull it out and win it
was the icing on the cake."

> (Continued from pag* 21)

3-point attempt near hilfcourt that narrowly missed
the mask.
When the ball harmlessly clanged off the
backboard, Moorman understood the meaning of
relief.
"I knew the 3-poiMer from three-quarters was going
in because that was All-American style," she said.
"When she took the shot, I was preparing for another
overtime."
Moorman said the victory over Pom State, which
recently defeated then second-ranked Louisiana Tech,
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Changes
in honor

THE LAST TIME you saw a student
cheating, why didn't you turn him in? Too
much trouble and the harsh penalties are
common excuses, but now JMU's Honor
Advisory Board is considering a plan to get
around those excuses, and make the Honor
Code more effective.
JMU currently has a single-sanction system
consisting of a semester suspension or
expulsion. While effective deterrents when
violations are reported, these harsh penalties
make students think twice about reporting a
violation.
The Honor Advisory Board currently is
considering a multi-sanction format that would
increase the number of possible penalties.
Those penalties still could include suspension
and expulsion, while adding other penalties like
community service requirements and fines
depending on the violation.
Honor Code violations incude cheating on
tests and exams, plagiarism, collaboration on
assignments to be completed individually,
falsification of class attendance and falsification
of lab work and lab information.
With a multi-sanction format, students would
feel less inhibited when it came down to
reporting another student. A multi-sanction
Honor Code that students are comfortable with
would be more effective than a single-sanction
system that has brought in only one case this
year.
THE SANCTION SYSTEM is not the only
other option to make the Honor Code
more effective. Opening up JMU's honor
system to the public also would make the system
more effective.
The Honor Council uses mock trials each year
to make students more aware of how the system
works, but a real and visible trial open to
students would give a better representation of
what the system is ike.
Submitting the results in an Honorfile-type
format would also allow students to see the
system working. As it stands, the system
consists of a stuffy, secretive format that doesn't
convey to students the importance of honor in
the total education process.
Many Honor Council presidents have tried
admirably to improve the system and, as current
Honor Council president Michael Murray said, "I
want students to be receptive and feel
comfortable with the honor code."
Multi-sanctions and a more open process are
two positive steps toward achieving that goal,
while making the current honor system a more
credible part of JMU's education process.
The' above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88

Breeze editorial board
RobWashbuni
editor
Marie Ounodt
editorial editor

jn_

Mike Wilson
managing editor
Stephen Rountrw
assL editorial editor

Drugs in D.C.: An old story
that is finally being told in full
The Washington Post has discovered drugs in the
District's suburbs. Miracles will never cease.
This isn't meant as a superficial slam. If
newspapers are the fust to know, sometimes they are
the last to print, and it requires either a government
report or a sensational death to stir them to
publication.
Nothing should be in a newspaper that can't be
verified with documents, sans Oliver North or
pictures ala Jimmy "I can't find the keys" Swaggart,
or sources you think you can trust. But problems
arise with such meticulous care.
Reporters who daily scour the lower thresholds of
society for a nugget of insight sometimes hold onto
their private observations, waiting for that bit of
action that will turn a hunch into a front-page
blockbuster printed in LARGE, ALARMING TYPE
LIKE THIS.
And then the story which everybody who has any
connection with it (neighbors, the cops, hospital
workers) knew to be true months ago becomes THE
STORY. A newspaper has finally printed it. There is
a kink in Descartes' dictum. "I write, therefore it is."
The Post's latest preoccupation with drugs in the
parceled suburbs of the Capitol fairly rings with this
symptom.
It took a Rand corporation report and the cocaine
death of a Prince George County High School
student, Rico Marshall, to spark the glow of the
computer terminals.
They did a solid job of reporting. They cited the
Rand Corp. study, and they quoted police, who
probably sipped their coffee in wonder at the speedy
efficiency of the media.
An editorial writer batted out an admirable piece

discussing what the various cities involved should do
to combat the problem.
But the problem has been there for years. D.C. did
not jump to the top of the drug trade in the United
States overnight.
When Challenger suddenly splintered into a million
pieces, NASA become the subject of a media
autopsy. Where was everybody before when NASA
was shooting off shuttles like firecrackers? Most, if
not all, were lauding the progress of the American
space program and pushing quicker launches with the
opiate of publicity.

ON LINE
Morgan Ashton
^-^ M
You can't fault the Post for doing its job, however.
Regardless of what someone like Ed Meese might say
behind bars, the Post docs it well. But it is stuck
with the politics of immediacy.
The subtle changes, the nuances get nudged aside in
the competition for space. A car crash killing four
people and stopping traffic on the Beltway for hours
is likely to get more space than a police statistic
detailing a small rise in drug arrests.
It is only when statistical molehills multiply into
looming mountains that the press seems to prepare
for the grueling climb of an investigation.
Shapes are hard to discern when you stand in their
shadow.
See DRUGS page 33>
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>lax safelf! Meager SGA funding for
remembrance abhorred
editor:

j Bret)

tt Drunk Driving (WLT
smed about your safety during this I
state has to u.:
cm borne with memories of a pleasant

fears past, there have been out-of-statt
who have not had the opportunity to savor
-cmories. Each year thei
lost their lives due to driving Impaired by
alcohol
I KTfcrida, enjoy oor beaches and aB
ir state has to offer, but do not drink and drive.
Wake your spiring break safe.

To the editor:
I find it abhorrent that the Student Government
Association could deem it necessary to give only
$23.84 out of their overstuffed pockets to help the
Hillel Foundation fund "A Holocaust Remembrance
Program." However, the SGA readily appropriated
$600 so that we could hear Josh McDowell give us
his views on how to approach a sexual relationship.
We cam* to this university to shed our ignorance;
yet, we keep it intact when we prohibit speakers of
educational and cultural significance to visit here
because the SGA obviously views programs such as
the "Holocaust Remembrance" to be unimportant to
warrant all but the meagercst of funds.
"A Holocaust Remembrance" would expand the
majority of this community's knowledge of Nazi

Germany and Hitler's barbaric treatment of the 12
million people he systematically exterminated with
the aid of the faithful obedience of his "blind"
followers.
I urge the SGA to reconsider the consequences of
this budgetary decision. JMU students should have an
opportunity to expand on their three paragraphs of
high school history textbook knowledge on the
Holocaust so that they will realize the significant
atrocities committed in the past and be able to
recognize patterns like this in the future, and in turn
prevent genocide from ever happening again.
Michele Kellman
sophomore
international business

Frustrated with futile effort to hear Mandela
To the editor:
Monday night, Maki Mandela was scheduled to
speak on the campus of JMU. All of the publicity
that I saw placed Ms. Mandela in Wilson Hall, yet
for some unknown reason she was moved to
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. When I arrived at
Grafton-Stovall, only a few minutes late due to the
walk from Wilson, I was denied entrance to the
theatre by a very rude student. She flady told me to
leave, offering no explanation of the situation. Before
I left, I observed members of the audience sitting in
the aisles of the theatre and standing in the doorways.
Twenty-five to 30 other people outside the theatre
were also turned away.
Imagine the frustration I felt, as did countless other
students and faculty when we were denied acess to a
speech that we had been looking forward to. Ms.
Mandela's speech was highly publicized by the UPB,
and by the NAACP as part of JMU"s Black Emphasis

Month. It seems to me that a speaker such as Ms.
Mandela, a speaker that would draw a large crowd,
should have been allocated a large speaking space,
such as Wilson Hall, and a larger space than
Grafton-Stovall should have been the next choice. I
feel that the UPB, which usually does a good job for
the university, was careless in its choice of an
alternative speaking place for Ms. Mandela.
My next point is that the UPB should choose more
carefully its representatives. The girl at the door was
a poor choice if the UPB was tying to convey a
positive PR image. She was probably the rudest
person with whom I have ever come in contact. She
was rude in an inappropriate situation. Neither I nor
any of the other students waiting to get in were irate
or out of control.
I would hope that this letter gels two results. Fust,
an explanation from someone as to why the speech
was moved. Secondly, more careful planning in the

Let's learn from our history
To the editor:
I would like to address Kenneth S. Moss on the
subject of the existence of Israel. You began your
letter by stating, ".. .that the lands now occupied by
Israel fell into their possession 20 years ago." First of
all, it was 40 years ago, not 20. Secondly and more
importantly, in the context of the area's history, Mr.
Moss, that is not a considerably long time. Palestine,
the area now occupied by Israel, had been
predominantly populated by Islams and Arabs since
the end of the seventh century.
Also, you mentioned that "These lands are the
spoils of war," which were given as a homeland for
the refugee Jews of World War II. In the process,
however, another 700,000 to 800,000 people were
added to the number of the world's refugees. These
people were the pre-existing population of Palestine.
They were moved to refugee camps, and their villages

were demolished, so that there was not a trace left of
their existence on the land. They now number well
over two million, but if the Israelis keep gunning
them down for throwing stones that figure may
quickly change.
One day, possibly very soon, you and I and the rest
of the First World will regret our treatment of the
Palestinians, just as we now regret the treatment of
the native Americans by our forefathers. And what of
the existence of Israel? Hadn't it condemned itself
from its inception by denying the existence of
Palestine? When, Mr. Moss, will we learn our lesson
and stop making the same mistakes again and again?
Roberta Mead
sophomore
sociology

future by the UPB, both in location of its activities
and in its choice of representatives.
Elizabeth Bartlett
sophomore
International business/French

Editor's note: The UPB was contacted for a
response, which follows.
"The UPB regrets the inconvenience caused
by a misprint in the Backstay p*.« howeverwe
corrected that mistake on all other publicity
material produced by the UPB. In response to
the concern about students being turned away
at the door, we were required to limit the number
of individuals in Grafton-Stovall due to safety
restrictions. We must always keep the students'
best interests in mind."

Drugs
(Continued from page 32)

For news junkies, this may be a hard reality to
accept; that all information is not immediately
accessible or even printable. Unfortunately, some
editors need to be kicked in the head. The Rand report
aimed a nice one that was hard to ignore.
Those jaded individuals who could care less about
the lives and deaths of people miles away if only
that keg won't dry up before 2 a.m., might stir
themselves to read the headlines to provide
themselves with "the news." Or, they watch the
networks—which in the sum of things is just about
equal.
Subtleties are usually lost on these people anyway.
They won't understand. They'll recite what they've
been told, and if they do it well enough, some will be
considered intelligent. It's easy enough to stand on a
cliff and not see the horizon, as the recent spate of
Washington Post articles suggests.
It takes effort to ignore the cliff altogether.
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On prejudiceBiack and white Greeks could perform needed services
To the editor:
This letter is in reference to Chad Pomeroy's letter
which appeared in the Feb. 25 issue of The Breeze.
The Breeze is an excellent source for utilizing the
First Amendment rights of freedom of the press.
However, along with this privilege comes the
responsibilty of researching what we are speaking or
writing about to assure oneself the greatest amount of
credibility and accuracy. It is only too apparent that
Mr. Pomcroy failed to perform this simple task. For,
if he had done his homework, he would know that
not only must the Black Greek Letter organizations
on this campus adhere to the new university
anti-hazing policy, but also, that members of these
same organizations serve on the policy and rules
committee.
In his letter, he stated that the activities which
pledges go through while "on line" are in direct
violation of many points in the booklet. Mr.

Pomcroy is completly unaware of the activities that a
pledge goes through while "on line." All he and the
rest of the university see are the pledges "greeting"
and walking "in line." "Greeting" and walking "in
line" are only a small portion of a larger process of
which he knows absolutely nothing about. Further,
all participants in the pledge process do so on a
solely voluntary basis. Granted, Black Greek Letter
Organizations and their respective pledging processes,
are
often
subject
to
rumor
and
speculation—undoubtedly the very source of Mr.
Pomeroy's limited information regarding Black Greek
pledging methods.
Secondly, he alluded to the fact that Black Greek
organizations are not "true" Greek organizations. For
his information (once again), not only are the seven
Black Greek organizations recognized nationally and
here at JMU, but each organization works diligently
and consistently to represent their Greek letters which

they have so rightfully earned.
The Black Greek Caucus was formed due to a lack
of support and recognition from the IFC and the
Panhellcnic Council. Because of this lack of support.
Black Greeks were forced to band together in order to
protect their interests. Black Greeks are not seeking
to segregate themselves, for the opportunity to unite
forces with the IFC and the Panhellenic Council
would be gladly welcomed. Together, Black Greeks
and White Greeks could perform many service
projects and have a powerful impact on JMU and the
surrounding community. However because of the
small mindedness of a few individuals, such as Mr.
Pomcroy, this has not and will not occur in the near
future.

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Lambda Chi Chapter

Animosity, ignorance needless for black, white Greeks
To the editor:
This letter is in repsonse to Mr. Pomeroy's letter to
The Breeze on Feb. 25. I feel as though Mr.
Pomeroy's views are somewhat misconstrued. I do
not think that JMU officials are trying to combine
the two organizations, but rather attempting to unify
the two. The reason is so that there will be a greater
understanding between the two and less animosity
which letters such as yours will probably cause. You
also seem to be indifferent toward our pledging
requirements. You believe that the activities which
the pledges go through are forced upon them. First of
all, we as Black Greeks do not force our pledges to do
anything. They do these activities under their own

volition. The varying degrees of pledge activities is
facilitated through the inner pride that these students
exemplify for a particular fraternity or sorority, j
As for your definition of a "true Greek
organization," I as well as other Black Greek
members consider your definition a dubious one at
best. The basic premise of pledging any Greek
organization lies in the principles of brotherhood or
sisterhood, which spans a history of rich tradition and
service to the community. I do not believe that one
necessarily has to belong to Panhellenic, IFC or
reside on Greek Row in order to be classified a "true
Greek."
In conclusion, the double standard that seems to

exist with respect to not wanting Black Greeks to
participate in White Greek activities, yet asking the
university to enforce the anti-hazing policy against us
is not only unfounded, but also unfair. My response
should not be interpreted as a racist, anti-White Greek
sentiment, but as an educational statement that I hope
will eliminate animosity and ignorance between the
two organizations. These words exude from a "true
Greek."

Julius L. Reynolds, II
graduate
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.

Gays ask for equal, not special rights under the law
To the editor:
I am writing this letter in response to Mr.
Testwuide's letter of opinion printed in The Breeze on
Thursday, Feb. 25.
In my opinion, Mr. Testwuidc expresses a narrow
and shallow-minded viewpoint based upon inaccurate
information, as well as false assumptions.
LGL/Harmony is not a haven for people with AIDS,
it is a group that promotes education towards AIDS
prevention. The gay rights movement does not ask
for special benefits but rather equal rights under the
law. LGL/Harmony has committed no illegal actions.
Homosexual groups are not responsible for the
raising of insurance rates in Washington, D.C. A
number of factors contribute to the level of insurance
rates; the primary determinant, however, is the greed

of the insurance companies themselves. AIDS has
become an ideological source of strength and
unification among the homosexual community; it is
not, however, "a justification for claiming the status
of victim and for demanding the sympathy of
everyone else." Due to the political pressures brought
to bear by the homosexual community, much-needed
funding and research has now finally been applied
against the AIDS epidemic—a disease which
threatens the entire population.
I would like to end by answering Mr. Testwuide's
question,".. . what a homosexual organization such
as LGL actually represents." It represents a free
society where, just because one is not a member of
the elite, powerful, or majority class, one can still
have an equal status and all of the individual freedoms

contained under that equal status. If our society were
not based upon this principle perhaps we would still
live in a country where women could not vote, or
blacks would not be admitted to this university.
Bigotry is an immature attitude and a mature society's
best response to it is a presumption of equality for all
individuals.
If anyone has any questions or comments regarding
homosexuality or specifically Lambda Gamma
Lambda/Harmony please feel free to write P.O. Box
L-214, campus mail.

Michael J. Doyle

senior
theatre/English
president, LGUHarmony

Unified homosexuals have destroyed much fear of virus
To the editor:
In response to Mr. Testwuide's letter, we would
like to pose another question to the students of JMU:
If the homosexual population is the direct cause of
the spread of AIDS virus in America, who is to
blame for other potentially dreaded diseases such
gonorrhea and syphilis?
All of these diseases can be spread by sexual
activity, whether it is homosexual or heterosexual.
However, in taking the right precautions, AIDS can
be prevented. AIDS can only be spread through the
passing of blood or body fluids through transfusions,
sexual intercourse, or direct contact with open
wounds or mucus membranes. By protecting yourself

against this disease, you've also taken precautions
against others.
In Robert's letter, he did make a correct statement
about the homosexual community being affected by
AIDS. A point was brought up during an AIDS
seminar (sponsored by the College of Nursing, Feb.
3) presented by the staff of the National Institute of
Health, that the number of new AIDS cases among
our homosexual population has dramatically
decreased, while that of the heterosexual's has
skytocketed.
By unifying and educating themselves, the
homosexual community has used their strength to
eliminate much of the fear and spreading of the virus.

This has also led to a decrease in their promiscuity,
which as Mr. Testwuidc noted is the main cause of
the spreading. Meanwhile, our heterosexual
population has continued to ignore the threat of
AIDS, and while maintaining a false sense of
security, continues to spread the AIDS virus.
AIDS, unlike the people it infects, is not a
discriminatory disease. It will kill anyone and
everyone who refuses to learn the facts about it. Mr.
Testwuidc. please use this fine and liberally minded
university to learn more about what AIDS really is.

Jennifer Stafford
senior
nursing

Kate Relzhard
jpfe,.
graphic arts
. —
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What matters is truth

To the editor:

Three cheers for Mr. Rountree. He hit the nail
squarely on the head. Christianity is not merely an
intellectual debate. Rather it is a personal
relationship. Too often Christians tend to be
overzeakMis (and perhaps a little insensitive) in thenattempt to communicate their faith. We need to learn
from the model of Christ who did, indeed, love
people regardless of the way they responded to him.
On the other hand, he made no bones about his claim
(an exclusive claim I might add) to deity. Christians
often get a bad rap for being "closed minded." Well, if
we are it is because we take our cue from Christ
himself. Jesus claimed to be the only entrance into
the Kingdom of heaven. So don't blame Christians if
they make that claim as well. We couldn't very well
be followers of Christ if we didn't agree with his
teaching. If you have a problem with Christian
"exclusiveness," your problem is with Jesus. I agree
that it can pose quite a problem and Christians have
been known to aggravate the problem by their own
insensitivity.
Still, it seems to me that the problem, at the heart,
is a question of truth. As Pontius Pilate once said,
"What is truth?'' Jesus replied, "I am!" That, my
friends, is the issue we must address. Not who will
(or won't) get through the pearly gates, but who is
Jesus and what right does he have to make all those
claims? To answer this question requires open
discussion. But more importantly it requires a
commitment to the pursuit of Truth (something
which seems to have gotten lost in the shuffle). Mr.
Schreiner [Feb. 25] says we must remain open
minded. I say we must remain objective. The

question becomes: Is Jesus really the creator (and
therefore Lord) of the universe? If so, to argue with
him is a lost cause.
It matters not what I believe, nor even how
sincerely I believe it. What matters is: Is it true? I
may well believe that gravity has no effect on me.
And, with such a sincere belief, I may step off the
top of Eagle Hall. And I will sincerely believe that
gravity does not affect me, all the way to my death.
Just because I chose not to believe in the law of
gravity does not take away from its "lawfulness."
Gravity is gravity and it .operates regardless.
In the same way, to merely believe in Buddha, or
Allah or Christ is not sufficient. The question
remains the same: Which is true? Not which is right
for you. Not which is part of your culture. Not even
which do you like the best. In the end, only truth
will remain. Much has been made about JMU being
an academic institution. And I think it is one of the
finest. Let's prove it by giving wholehearted pursuit
to the quest for truth.
Christians, stop hiding behind your Bible and start
applying it to your lives. Speak the truth in love as
you are instructed to do. As Mr. Rountree so aptly
put it: relate! Non-Christians, stop assuming that
just because you don't agree with something must
mean that it can't be true. Don't let the shortcomings
of Christians blur your view of Christ Finally, let
us all pursue truth with academic integrity, not
mud-slinging debate. After all, we are students, not
political candidates. We must deal with the issues.

K,

Marty Buoncrtstlani
[Campus Minister, IVCF

Study Jesus' philosophy;
He did more than preach
To the editor:
I would first like to thank Mr. Rountree for
accurately summarizing the dilemma facing all
Christians and non-Christians alike. It does appear
that different views do exist, and the best way to
approach this issue is to relate as Mr. Rountree has
offered. However, are these views really different?
The thrust of the "debates" seems to be the
Fundamentalists' rigid view of Jesus and salvation. In
line with Mr. Rountree's suggestion of relating, I
challenge groups to avoid limiting Jesus to their life
experiences. In other words, let's really see what
Jesus is and try to acknowledge this in as many
people and experiences as possible.
If there is one thing that will escape debate, the
notion that Jesus represents love is it Think about
it Jesus is the manifestation of God's love for us. By
taking on human form and accepting the limitations
of time and space, Jesus walked among us setting an
example of how we ought to live. Now, for all those
who are concerned about the multitudes who do not
know Jesus, the way of salvation, or the concept of
Jesus as Lord, please consider this: Jesus is in
family. Jesus is in community: Jesus is in
relationships. Jesus is present where there is love.
All those who pursue these things, who know how
to "lay their life down for another,'' pursue and know
Jesus in the sense that this was His wish for us.
Jesus Himself refers to this in Matthew 25:31-46.He
iaIks about those (like die sheep) who will inherit die
....
-

gAit-n

'... The pot
calling the
kettle black'

Kingdom of God. In describing why they are blessed
of the Father, Jesus points out how they fed Him
when He was hungry, clothed Him when He was
naked, visited Him when He was sick or in prison,
etc Confused, the followers state how they never did
these things for Jesus. Jesus replies that "to the
extent you did it to one of these brothers of mine,
even the least of them, you did it to me."
Why limit Jesus to the letters of J-E-S-U-S. the
words in songs we sing about Him, the organizations
we form to fellowship around Him, or the
conceptions we have about Him? I once attended a
fellowship meeting where someone, upon explaining
an evangelism trip to Florida, said, "The people in
Florida we will share with are no different than us
except we have something they don't; they don't
know the Lord." I urge such myopic spokesmen to
change such statements to "maybe they don't have so
deep a relationship with Jesus as we do."
Evangelism is important; however, study the
philosophy espoused by Jesus Himself. In the
Gospels, He did more than preach sermons from the
mount He healed the sick, fed the hungry, and met
people where they were. This type of evangelism
turns no one off, proves no points, and wins no
debates. It is a living Gospel; it is Jesus; it is Love.

,'

To the editor:
I would like to respond to Jeff Braver* column
"SGA Insight," since he claims there is not
enough student response to the editorial section of
The Breeze. Mr. Brauer seems extremely
concerned about fundamentalist individuals who
differ with poplar belief and who express thcir
so-called "biased" views.
It is important to realize that every person's
positions are going to have a bias. This is
because we all base our opinions on our own
personal values, be they fundamentalist Christian
values or otherwise. To dismiss anyone's position
as "irrevelant" shows great short-sightedness and
proves Mr. Brauer to be just as narrow-minded as
the fundamentalists whom he has chosen to
criticize.
Mr. Brauer is relieved that "most minorities
keep to themselves when appropriate" and
believes that "if fundamentalists disagree with
popular sentiment, they ought to quarrel amongst
themselves." I would like to remind Mr. Brauer
that in addition to the right of religious freedom
we citizens of the United States possess, we also
enjoy a right to freedom of speech. That freedom
has manisfested itself in the very existence of an
editorial section of The Breeze. What better
medium to express one's views is there other than
the printed word? If Mr. Brauer has the right to air
his opinion there, don't others, too? Or is the
privilege limited solely to those sharing his own
opinions?
Mr. Brauer fears that our independence will be
restricted by those members of minority groups'
who "insist that their position on an issue
become known." I challenge Mr. Brauer to
imagine a society in which no one's views other
than the majority's were allowed to be expressed.
I dare him to imagine what it would be like if
such varied opinions were repressed. The result
would be a society completely restricted from
exposure to any new. possibly better ideas, that
is, an intellectually stagnant society. Such
repression would truly restrict our independence.
Frightening isn't''?

Mr. Brauer, who is to say whose beliefs are
"self-righteous and often skewed?" Your own
views certainly do not lack self-righteousness.
Don't get me wrong; I am neither a
fundamentalist nor a minority member with a
chip on my shoulder. I simply would like to see a
little more open-mindedness on the pen of those
who find it necessary to condemn others for their
alleged narrow-mindedness.

M. Lara Johnson

Tommy Brown
senior
11
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SUPER

FRESH

DOUBLE
COUPONS
SUPER

Up to 50'
See
Store
For
Details

FRfSH

— FOOD MARKETS,

The freshest way to Save
PRICES EFFECTIVE SUN. FEB. 28 THRU SAT., MAR. 5,1988.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
REGULAR-LITE-GENUINF

DRAFI

Miller
Beer

SUPER ^FRCSH SUPER COUPON
IN OIL OR WATER

Bumble Bee
Chunk White Tuna

6.5 oz. can
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum
Valid Sun., Feb. 28 thru Sat., Mar. 5, 1988.
Limit one per shopping family.

12 oz.
cans
SELECTED

VARIETIES

Stouffer's
Entrees

SUPER ^FREiM SUPER COUPON
GRADE 'A1 WHITE

Large Eggs
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum
Valid Sun., Feb. 28 thru Sat., Mar. 5, 1988.
Limit one per shopping family.

10 oz
pkg

SLlCE-MTN. DEW-PEPSI FREEREGULAR OR DIET

Pepsi
Cola

ASP FROZEN

Orange Juice .«JlO0
6 oz. can
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum
Valid Sun., Feb. 28 thru Sat., Mar. 5, 1988
Limit one per shopping family.

CAJUN SPICED

Ruffles
Potato Chips

390

SUPER AFRESH SUPER COUPON

2 LTR.
BTL.

NEW

490

SUPIR * FROM SUPER COUPON
WALDORF

Bath Tissue

4 roll pkg.

With this coupon and $5.00 minimum
Valid Sun., Feb. 28 thru Sat., Mar. 5. 1988.
Limit one per shopping family.
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